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SF - WHERE HOTT?

by Wynne IT. Whiteford

Since the days of Jules Verne -yes, 
days of Plato and Homer — science—fiction 
number of distinct trends. Stories fall 
classes, some of them as old as history 
o± a suddenly changing environment.

even since the 
has shown a 

into different 
, some a product

What, exactly 
might '

would

in recent 
Destination.,

. raakes a story ’’science-fiction"? You 
aeime it as a story in which the main point 
on some scientific fact - but if you did this you 

exc lude some of the best—known stories in the 
Perhaps one oi the me st striking yarns to appear 

years, Alfred Bester’s The Stars My 
--------------- showed a future civilisation enormously 

i:.^-.aenced by the almost universal power of teleportation. 
-g;h ls+ scientific? Are there any accurately- 
a^cumented laboratory experiments on record to give the 
iuea the merest shadow of possibility?

Strictly speaking, the absence of any such data 
places Bester’s novel outside the realm of SF. But, in 
practice, how else would you classify it?

?erso^QHy> I think an exact definition of science- 
doesn’t matter two hoots. Everyone knows, roughly.

^-nclU(3es, and all along its fringes it overlaps 
other fields of fiction. It is a useful term, because 
it groups together a number of types of stories which 
seem to appeal to the same people, although the stories 
themselves have little in common. Just as a ’’western" 
may be anything from a dteective-story to a psychological 
suspense thriller, as long as it is set in the somewhat 
conventionalized and legendary ”wilS west’’, so a story in 
an SF magazine may be one of many things. It may be a 
realistic extrapolation of existing scientific trends, as 
in Arthur C. Clarke’s Earthlight; it may be sheer fantasy 
like James H. Schmitz’ Summer Guests; it may be a 
twentieth—century version cT an extremely ancient type of 
story — for instance, ^ed Sturgeon’s Killdozer, when you 
come to analyse it, is basically a story of diabolical 
possession - something I hadn’t noticed until Frank Bryning 
once pointed it out to me. Again it may be a "utopia" 
type story, showing us other possible civilizations; these 
in turn may be either inspiring, as in some of Isaac 
Asimov’s future history series, which is largely 
extrapolated from past history, or a blood-chilling 
horror-story like Orwell’s 1984.
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The stories showing us contact between the here-and-now 
and other possible civilisations use one’ or another of 
three d-eviccse (1) spacc-tr. vol, (2) t inc-tro. ve 1, (3) travelling 
into a; different dimension*. Let’s t-.ku- r. look nt the 
scientific basis ’.c:dnd each of these.

Space-travels certainly, stands today on a reasonably 
firm footing. With twenty-three man-made devices in space 
right now, most of then orbiting the Earth and at least 
.one, Pioneer Vs at the nonent closer to the orbit of 
Venus than that of Earth, it is becoming increasingly
obvious that the manned conquest of space is only a 
matter of time - probably of much less time than most of 
us would predicts for the advance c>\ scientific 
development shows an ever-increasing acceleration of tempo. 
The majority of us are going to be alive when the 
first man sets foot on Mars, and at the present rate of 
achievement it would be unwise to set any limits on the 
things we might live to see.

Space-travel stories, especially those dealing with the 
near future, embodying equipment of a type already in. its 
experimental forms, are essentially stories of exploration 
like Jules Verne’s Twenty .Thousand _ Leagues__Under, the Sea;
comparing the description 'oF~Captain "Nemo’s Nautilus with 
a modern nuclear submarine shows an incredible accuracy of 
forecastings the more remarkable because of the long .range 
of the prediction - Verne wrote it 86 years before, the 
first nuclear submarine vrs launched. Sometimes, science 
f Hows so closely on SF that the story is not 
recognised as SF by the tine it appears. Remember Terence 
Rattigan’s The Sound Barrier? It was written as SF. By 
the time the film reacKed "the screen9 it had come true.

Space-stories, then3 are indisputably science-fiction. 
But what about time-travel? Here you have a completely 
unscientific premise. Of course, you can except the 
stories of travel into the future by suspended animation 
as in Wells* The Sleeper Awakes or Friedrich Freksa’s 
Druso, to go ba.cE" a”~ bit" - these lie within the realm of 
the conceivably possible. But the idea of travelling back 
in time - a retrograde movement along the world-lines ofa 
four-dimensional continuum, if you like - clashes with the 
laws of cause and effect, Mo scientific basis whatever.
yet the idea hes given rise to sone j unforgettable stories 
- Bradbury’s Sound of Thunder, for instance, with its 
tremendously vital picture of- a tyrannosaurus ’’towering 
above the trees like an evil god”, a story of travel 
from the future back in the steaming violence of the 
Jurassic Age. Maybe it couldn’t happen - nobody from the 
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future ever comes back to now, or even, to the great 
moments of history which should have a time-travelling 
tourist attraction — but so what? It made a good story.

Once, after an argument in the States about time
travel, I decided to write a burlesque showing the 
impossible situations that could arise through a man going 
sack in time. Central character goes back 130 years, 
accidentally kills his great-grandfather, returns to his 
own time .to find nobody has ever heard of him: goes 
back, earlier to stop himself killing his -great-grandfather, 

himself 3 and is killed by ’’himself” s in other 
words, he s there twice at the one time, and the story 
enos with one "self” dead and the other running away. I 
thought this was a joke, because of its built-in 
absurdity. Amazing Stories published it - The Non-Existent 
Wn - about the midd?e of 1958, and oddly ’Tn5ugF~T~I6t~*of 
people took it as ’a serious ’’problem” story. Which on"'y 
goes to show something or other.

The same goes for stories of transference to another 
dimension — whatever you may choose to visualise by another 
dimension. No scientific basis. But to rule them out 
would have robbed us of Cliff Simak’s Ring Around The 

a. hundred others. The price for accuracy '' o’f^ 
definition is just too much to pay.

In the last few. years, the wealth of material from
which to build fiction has expanded enormously. We have 
learned more, in the last decade about the Universe than
in the previous century, and more in that century than
in the previous ten thousand years. Tilings that were
n^ysteries a decade ago are established facts. We used to 
wonder if ours was the only planetary system. Now we 
know that there are over twenty planetary systems in the 
stars ’within twenty light-years of ours - in other words, 
that if the same frequency persists throughout the Galaxy 
it must contain something of the order of a hundred 
thousand million, of such systems. We know now that at 
least vegetable life exists on tha surface -of liars, the 
only other planet whose surface we can seej -th.® ' nresence 
of chlorophyll leaves no' other explanation of the blue
green markings acceptable.

With the possibility that ion-drive might give a ship 
a velocity which is a substantial percentage of the 
velocity of light, other stars are no longer certain to
be forever out of Man’s reach. There are at least
sixteen within twelve light-years - four of these binaries, 
two others triple stars, five quite close in type to our 
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ovm sun: Epsilon. Eridani, Tau Ceti3 the yellow components 
oi Alpha Centauri, Procyon and Omicron-2 Eridani.

We have never directly seen planets in these systems, 
but in .the .case of close-coupled binaries like the red 

Cygni pair"., and the yellow and purplish 70 Ophiuchi 
the Wobble of one of the components in its orbit 
around the centre of gravity of the pair displays the’ 
swing of an unbalanced, though unseen, planetary system.

inhabited? .No way of knowing, yet. just as any 
possible inhabitants of such systems would know nothing of 
us. Or would they?

. , ?YQV, ’khink of~ this one? Radio waves spread out 
inaefinitely, at least some of then no doubt escaping the 
He«viside Layer. Think of the radio signals sent out3 
say9 at the end of the first world war. Early in 1923 
they could have reached Alpha Centauri - vastly enfeebled, 
but .perhaps still perceptible by a ' sufficiently sensitive 
receiver. By. the mid nineteen—thirties1 they could have 
reached Altair9 and by now they could be ten light-years 
beyond Arcturus.

., /?'ny°Pe ~ 0J? anything - picked them ' up3 somewhere out
there? Somewhere on the hundred or so .. probable planets 
within that radius? J

Makes you wonder, doesn't it? . . .

Gives me an idea for another yarnl ’Bye now - 

...WNNE N. WHITEFORD

There are a few points in Wynne’s article I want to’ 
take up in my editorial, if I get round to writing one. 
Meanwhile a few words about Wynne himself wouldn’t go 
astray. I only met Wynne about six months ago although 
he has been, attending the Melbourne SF Club on and off 
for about five years. This is not surprising since my 
ovm attendance has been even less regular until recently - 
over the last .six months or so...but I believe I have 
muttered something about this already. Wynne spoke at the 
Melbourne Olympicon in 1956 and this speech appeared in 
Etherline 80. He has not yet attended sufficient club 
meetings to be able to beat either Dick Jenssen or 
myself at darts. • .anyone who has seen Jenssen or myself
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play the noble game will 
remark, Wynne has recently 
Britain where he has sold 
listing of which, courtesy 
hereunder.

know the significance of this 
been in the US and Great 
quite a wad of stories3 a 
of Wynne and Don Tuck, appears

Ancestra 1 Home, s

Appointment with Death, s 
Automaton,s
Beyond the Infinite,s 
Big C hance , The,s 
Bill of Sale.s 
Dark Command;n*tc.
Distant, Drum,short novel 
Do oarway 9 The.s
Escape from Inferno,s 
Escape into Silence,n*te 
Gelsek Business., The,s' 
Great White’ Gods, The.s 
Inner Demon,n’te (borderline) 
Into The Dark,s (borderline) 
Moment of Decision,n‘te 
Never in a Thousand’ Years,s 
Non-Existent Man, The.s 
One Way to Tomorrow,s 
Shadow of the Sword,n*te

Who Rides the Tiger.short novel

SFM(Aust.) /XL 1956 
(also sold to FU)
Squire ?? 1956
Bulletin Aug.14 1935 
Adam and Eve about 1935
Squire ?? 1956
NW March 1960 
(with r.gent in USA) 
SFAdv (Drit)rJuly 1959 
W September 1960 
(with ahent in USA) 
If September 1959 
If November 1959 
Super SF October 1958 
Aust. Journal March 1.1952 
The Saint ? 1958 
NW July I960 
If July 1959 
AS July 1958 
Aust, Journal late 1956 
FU October 1958
SFAdv (Brit) January ' 1959 
SFAdv (Brit) December 1959

Distant Drum is a sequel to Shadow of the Sword.

There being quite a lot of space on this page and 
myself not particularly anxious to waste space or leave 
two inches of white paper on any page I shall direct 
your attention to the novels olT Terry Southern, They are, 
chronologically and alphabetically, "Flash and Filigree" and 
"The Magic Christian". Both have as heroes rather.............. ..
unusual(?) gentlemen. In F&F the hero is a mad doctor
and in TMC he is a wealthy practical joker, (I nearly' 
said Sadist...but you never know who might be reading.) 
Anyway both novels are written in a mildly hysterical 
manner and in "Flash and Filigree" Southern lampoons the 
’Doctor-and-Nurse" novel most effectively. However I think 
"The Magic Christian" is a funnier’ book, despite its 
being merely a string of incidents. You read ’em and see 
if you agree with me that Southern ought to be a fan.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I hereby t^c knowledge the use 
of the Derleth Science Fiction 
Symposium.! in Arkham S ample r 
Winter 1949 anH the
Miller survey in Astounding 
Science _ Fiction January 1953 
but the opinions expressed in 
this article are my own.

- Donald H. Tuck.

Donald H. Tuck.
Many new collectors after a few years in the field 

may wonder - "What are the stories that I should try to 
obtain if I want to have a background of what is best 
in the science fiction field.

Now we can get some indication' for such a library by
using various articles that have appeared and I propose 
to collate those I am acquainted with, add some new
data, give an idea in what form the story may be
available, and then the choice will be yours.'

Our firet material appears from a symposium conducted 
by August Derleth during the time when his short-lived 
magazine Arkhan S ample r appeared. This was covered in its 
Winter 1949 issue. Sometime later P. Schuyler Miller 
conducted a similar sort of survey for proposed selections 
into the categories of "Development of Science Fiction" 
and "The Basic Library"; these results appeared in the 
January 1953 issue of Astounding Science Fiction.

I feel there is a big difference in the background
of the people who gave their choices for these listings. 
There was a heavy bias in the Derleth symposium towards 
professionals in the field' whilst the Miller listings came
more from readers. Admittedly there were at leapt two 
non—writers or editors in the Derleth(of that time
anyhow) - F. J. Ackerman and S. Moskowitz, but ' to my way of
thinking they were both more "prof essionally minded" than 
the readers of the Miller survey. Miller doesn’t state 
how the professionals polled in his listing Tut I would 
infer that hardly any did so.
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Gulliver»s travels.
J* Swift* 

Eroixwon.
S• Butler*

The Blind Spot*
A. Hall/H. E. Flint.

Out of the Silent Planet.
C. S. Lewis*

The Moon Pool.
A. Merritt.

The Purple Cloud.
M. P. Shiel.

MILLER 
Development, 
(position.) 

15

18

19

21

22

23

Now, of course, the arrangement above is misleading 
for the following reason that between 1949 and 1953"
quite a number of books appeared, adding markedly to the 
field of selection. Book publishing in the genre really 
got under way and magazine classics of earlier years now 
made hard covers. Thus book editions of Heinlein, 
Bradbury, Van Vogt, et al., had appeared by 1953 but not 
when the Derleth symposium was conducted.

However, as this article is to give the scope of *a‘ 
basic library, I make no further comment. Nor will I make 
any remarks about some works in the Derleth listing which 
did not finish in the Miller poll.

What can be added since 1953? There are no polls 
that I knot? of except the selections by the INTERNATIONAL 
FANTASY AWARD COMMITTEE and the votings in ' the Hugo 
Awards conducted by tKe recent World Science Fiction 
Convention^. Well, in for a penny, in for a pound, so 
let*s add these -

IFA 1951 Earth Abides. G. R. Stewart.
1952 The Day of the Triffids. J. Wyndham. (2nd. but
1953 City. C. D. Simak. ((1st. SF)

Takeoff. C. M. Kornbluth. (second.)
Player Piano. K. Vonnegut, (third.)

1954 More Than Human. T. Sturgeon.
The Demolished Man. A. Bester, (second.)

1955 A Mirror For Observers. E. Pangborn.
Mission of Gravity. H. Clement, (second.)
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- Donald H. Tuck.

LIBRARY?
compiled by Donald H. Tuck.
Many new collectors after a few years in the field 

may wonder - "What are the stories that I should try to 
obtain if I want to have a background of what is best 
in the science fiction field.

Now we can get some indication for such a library by
using various articles that have appeared and I propose 
to collate these I am acquainted with, add some new
data, give an idea in what form the story may be
available, and then the choice will be yours.'

Our fir6t material appears from, a symposium conducted 
by August Derleth during the time when his short-lived 
magazine Arkham Sampler appeared. This was covered in its 
Winter 1949 issue. Sometime later P. Schuyler Miller 
conducted a similar sort of survey for proposed selections 
into the categories of "Development of Science Fiction" 
and "The Basic Library"; these results appeared in the 
January 1953 issue of Astounding Science Fiction.

I feel there is a big difference in the background 
of the people who gave their choices for these listings. 
There was a heavy bias in the Derleth symposium towards 
professionals in the field whilst the Miller listings came 
more from readers. Admittedly there were at leapt two 
non-writers or editors in the Derleth(of that time 
anyhow) - F. J. Ackerman and S. Moskowitz, but ' to my way of 
thinking they were both more "professionally minded" than 
the readers of the Miller survey. Miller doesn't state 
how the professionals polled in his listing Tut I would 
infer that hardly any did so.
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The Science-Fiction Omnibus.
(E. F. Bleiler/T. E. Dikty).

The Illustrated Lian.
R. Bradbury.

Lest darkness Fall.
L. S. De Camp.

Portable Novels of Science.
(D. A. Wollheim.)

Grey Lensman.
E. E. Smith.

The World of A.
A. E. Van Vogt.

Foundation.
I. Asimov.

The Astounding Science Fiction 
Anthology. (J. W. Campbell.) ’ 
1984.

G. Orwell.
Sinister Barrier

E. F. Russell.
A Treasury of Science Fiction.

(G. Conklin.)
And Some Were Human.

L. Del Rey.
I, Robot.

I. Asimov.
The Moon Is Hell.

J. W. Campbell.
Beyond This Horizon.

R. A. Heinlein.
The

The Humanoids.
J. Williamson.

The Omnibus Jules Verne.

Looking Backward.
E. Bellamy.

Ralph 124C41+.
H. Gernsback.

7 .'.nkenstein.
M. W. Shelley.

Beyond Time and Space.
(A. Derleth.)

KOLLER
Basip development

(positict) (position)
9

10

12 4

14

15

US

17 14

18

20

21

23

24

25

26

27

7

8

9

ID
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Gulliver rs travels.
J. Swift, 

Eretawon.
S. Butler.

The Bli nd Spot.
A. W.ll/H. E. Flint.

Out of the Silent Planet.
C. S. Lewis.

The Moon Pool.
A. Merritt.

The Purple Cloud,
M. P. Shied.

MILLER 
Development, 
(position.)

15

19

21

22

23

Now9 of course9 the arrangement above is misleading 
for the following reason ~ that between 1949 and 1953 
quite a number of books appeared, adding markedly to the 
field of selection. Book publishing in the genre really 
got under way and magazine classics of earlier years now 
made hard covers. Thus book editions of Heinlein9 
Bradbury 9 Van Vogt9 et al.9 had appeared by 1953 but not 
when the Derleth symposium was conducted.

However., as this article is to give the scope of »a‘ 
basic library9 I make no further comment. Nor will I make 
any remarks about some works in the Derleth listing which 
did not finish in the Miller poll.

What can be added since 1953? There are no polls 
that I know of except the selections by the INTERNATIONAL 
FANTASY' AWARD COMiiHTTEE and the votings in ' the Hugo 
Awards conducted by the recent World Science Fiction 
Convention^. Well, in for a penny9 in for a pound9 so 
let*s add these -

IFA 1951 Earth Abides. G. R. Stewart.
1952 The Day of the Triffids. J. Wyndham. (2nd. but
1953 City. C. D. Simak. ((1st. SF)

Takeoff. C. M. Kornbluth. (second.)
Player Piano. K. Vonnegut, (third.)

1954 More Than Human. T. Sturgeon.
The Demolished Man. A. Bester, (second.)

1955 A Mirror For Observers. E. Pangborn.
Mission of Gravity. H. Clement, (second.)
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Higos (Best Novel)
1253 The Demolished Lian. A. Bester.
1955 They*d Rather Be Right. M. Clifton/F. Riley.
1956 Double Star. R. A. Heinlein,
1958 The Big Time. F. Leiber.

• 1959 A Case of Conscience. J. Blish.
1960 Starship Troopers. R. A. Heinlein.

There was no IFA in 1956 while that for 1957 was 
for fantasy - The Lord of the Rings Trilogy; I think this 
award has now ceased. The Hugo Awards began in 1953, 
were not awarded in 1954, and I understand were combined 
with the IFA in 1257.

Well, I think this will make a suitable closure. Many 
of the novels mentioned above cannot be faulted to my 
way of thinking, but I have personal reservations about § 
few of them.

FORM AND AVAILABILITY-

Right,’ we now have a list of over fifty titles to 
work from. We may decide to collect as many as we can 
but .naturally one*s finances enter the picture. Book 
editions will outlast pocketbook editions but in some 
cases .only the former are available anyhow. If one is 
uncertain about getting the more expensive form - well, buy 
the pocketbook and then decide -• after all you should have 
a swap when you procure the hard-coverl Although I have 
not covered, magazine originals or reprints in this 
article, this form may often be enough for your taste.

Well, now let us cover the works of each author or 
anthologist as they appear in the listings.

Herbert George WELLS (1866 - 1946)
Seven Famous Novels is readily available in the united 

States and is a continuous selling item from Dover since 
this edition of. 1949; Knopf had an. older edition in ” ' ’ 
1934. As its title conveys one can sill seven birds with 
one stone. Strange .to say there is no British counterpart 
postwar as the similar collection was The Scientific 
Romances of H,.G» Wells from Gollancz in 1933 "and this 
nsd . eight novels. Most of the novels have appeared from 
British and IS pb publishers postwar as single items, 
mh-o "oovor** ctx-vz rhe Time Machine; The Island of Dr. 
Moreau; The invisible Man; The War of the Worlds; The



First Men in the 
of the Comet - the 
Men Like Gods.

Moon; The Food of the Gods; The Day 
extra in the British edition being*

For The Short 
position is rather' the ' 
Benn have been appearing 
being 1957 - the only us 
However, the position is 
Conklin edited 28 Science 
this gives the 
and adds the ■ 
Begotten. The 
1958 and this

btories of H. G. Wells (63 stories) the 
opposite as British imprints from 

since 1927 with the most recent 
edition was Doubleday in 1929. 
not as bad as it sounds as G.

_________ . Fiction Stories (Dover 1952) and 
coverage within t'h'e science fiction genre 

two short novels Men Like Gods and Star- 
only pb version of this is from Penguin in 
gives 21 stories.

Olaf STAPLEDON (1886 - I960)
The most famous classic on

follows - (Methuen: London 1930 355 7/6;
2/6) (Jonathan Cape/H. Smiths New York 1931 371 $2.50) 
(Penguin PB 1938 288 6d.) (in To The End Of Time ed 
Davenport Funk and Wagnails: New York 1953 790 8J5.OO) 
(SF Book Club (Sidgwick and Jackson) 1953)#

n ----------- --- the future
undoubtedly Last and First Men and of man is 

this has appeared 
: 1932 3/6; 1934

as

. B

£2—Thg__ End Of Time is probably the best- book to
obtain covering this author as, although it originally 
cost $5,00, it does give the above novel; Sirius, 8 ’ 
poignant- story about an intelligent dog, which- Had * - 
previously only appeared from Seeker and Warburg in 1944 

8/6); Star-Maker only from Methuen in 1937 and 1938 
(339 8/6 and 3/6) -also a Canadian edition from Saunders: 
Toronto (the story of the Universe from ltd beginning to 
its final end); and two novels not listed but also of 
interest — Odd John and The Flames»

Aldous HUXLEY (1894 - )
One can very readily obtain a copy of Brave New 

World which has been in the forefront of classical 
literature since its original appearance in 1932. Chatto 
and Windus has had at least one postwar edition (1950) 
and Harper ditto (1946) while there have been three US PB 
editions from Bantam (1953, 1955. and 1959) and in Britain 
Penguin gave it to us in 1955. This is the novel that 
rather shocked the litreary world of its time with its 
sting on a future organized world - incubated babies, free 
love, etc. More recently Huxley, in Brave New World 
Revisited (Harper 1958: Chatto and Hindus 195’9), discusses 
our present age in the light of what he predicted.
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Raymond J. HEALY (1907 - ) and J. Francis McCOMAS (1910 ~)
Adventures in Time and Space _ is' one of the ■ > ’ 

science fiction anthologies^ coning from Random in 1946, 
having a second edition in 1953 which omitted 4 of the 
33 stories and then being retitled Famous Science Fiction 
Stories for its Modern Library 1957 ' edition; It is’ : 
undeniably the best science fiction anthology ever 
produced,_ selecting notable stories from the- then 
practically unplumbed pages of the magazines^ it is a 
must. in any. man*s language. What of the offshoots — the 
British edition (Grayson. 1952) gives only 11 of the 33 
stories, the US PBs (same title and More Adventures in 
Tjme and Space 1954 and 1955 respectively j have only 8 
ana 7 stories - -quite frankly they are poor alternates and 
only of interest as items to loan around - provided you 
have the originals as this mightn't come back’

Alfred E. .VAN VOGT (1912- )
How. we’ Sis cuss some works of an author who was of 

major importance during ’ the 40s but whose writings are 
now rather on the wane, Sla n, since appearing in ASF in 
1940, „ has appeared from ArEEam; Wisconsin 1946'(now a 
collector's item), Simon and Schuster? New York 1951, 
Weidenfeld and Nicholson 1953 & 19559 Dell PB 1953. This 
story of the fight of a mutant to survive is also one 
of the Superman Classics,

The World of A has never been published in England, 
Simon .and Schuster produced it in 1948, Grosset and 
Dunlap following it with a cheap edition in 1950, while 
Ace made^ it half1 of their first SF Double D-31, 1953, 
I am told that this masterpiece of non-Aristotlean logic 
(?) must be read twice to make sense — as - I have only 
done so once I must leave you to form your own 
impressions.

To my .mind The Weapon Makers is . probably a more 
reauable .piece of goods, "but one must be careful here of 
two versions. Hadley hardcovered the original magazine* 
story in 1946, but Van Vogt rewrote it later to follow 
his The Weapon Shops of Isher (Greenberg 1951, Weidenfeld & 
Nicholson 1952, AceD-S3, 1954) and this version appeared 
from Greenberg in 1952,. Weidenfeld and Nicholson 1954, and 
then the Ace retitle One Against Eternity D*94 in 1955. 
The early version either as magazine or from Hadley is a 
collector’s item in any case,.

By the way, you can pick up the first two novels 
plus another good Van Vogt- (The Voyage of the . Soace 
Bea^Te) as Triad, a Doubleday Book “Club issue" ’in ’ 1959, 

Sydney^ F, WRIGHT (1874 - )
This noTed British author who has many mystery and
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If one should like more of this author I can 
recommend The Throne of Saturn (Arkham:1949, Heinemanns 1951), 
Many of the 12 stories really bite into our present day 
social conditions.

m

August W. DERLETH (1909 - )
August W. Derleth’s anthologies have been a feature of 

both. the science fiction and -..eif’d' fields an'' if io only 
fitting that we should have some in our collection* 
Strange Ports of Call was actually his first science 
fiction anthology’ and gives 19 stories selected on their 
literary standard* Arkham published this in 1948 and this 
book is now very hard to obtain. The PB edition is 
probably better than nothing as it gives 10 of the 
stories (Berkley 1958).

His Beyond Time and Space (Pelligrini and Cudahy8 New 
York 1950) gives 32 stories as a ’Compendium to Science 
Fiction through the Ages’j the Berkley 1958 edition of 
this is only a shadow, unfortunately, as it gives only 8 
stories.

William, .M, SLOANE (1906 - )
William “sXbane is primarily noted for his two prewar 

brilliant novels To Walk the Night (1937) and Edge of 
Running .water (193^) though postear he' has compiled’ some 
anthologies which I Won’t discuss here. Neither of these 
novels has appeared in Britain postwar but Dodd, Mead 
issued them in 1954 and 1955 respectively. Dell has given 
us both in 1955 and 1956 but the latter was retitled 
The Unquiet Corpse. The one listed in our basic library 
describes the supernatural complications arising when two 
men become involved with a strange woman.
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Sir Arthur Conan DOYLE (1859 - 1930)
It is not necessary to say such about The L’ct Wbr-ld. 

This. tale of a prehistoric land on a plateau in South 
America is one of the perennials and keeps popping up 
from the- publishers every couple of years - J. Murray 1959s 
1960 (PB);. Pyramid PB 1959, 1960 - to mention some.
However, if one is keen 'tn Professor Challenger and ,.ould 
like to read more about him, why not endeavour to obtain 
The Professor Challenger Stories (Murray 1952 15/-) which 
gives five stories amongst which are The Poison Belt and 
the unusual When the Earth Screamed. ’ “

Philip G. WYLIE (1902 - )
Every now and then Wylie drops a bombshell on the 

literary world, for example his A Generation of Vipers 
(1942,, non—sf), The Disappearance (1951)a and The 'Answer 
(1956). The story here is one such early one and is 
considered to be among the Superman classics. Gladiator 
first appeared from Knopf in 1930 and since then i't '"has 
reappeared as an early Avon PB 1949, and a collector’s 
edition from Shakespeare Press: *ew York 1951 - but no 
editions from Great Britain, It is usually rated behind 
SlSLQs ^or instance in this library,, but is conceded to 
oe. better than Stapledon’s Odd John and Stanley G. 
Weinbaum’s The New Adam. Chronologically it was the first 
and therefore broke nevi ground in this respect.

John - pseudonym of Eric T. BELL (1883 - 1960)
Most o? Taine *'s 'novels appearecT around the ‘30s and 

were very popular. They are essentially of the science
adventure type but the science in them was usually quite 
thought-provoking. If one can rate a novel on its 
‘degree* of science fiction,, Before the Dawn would rate 
high as it employs a time de vice “""To graphically describe 
Earth in the Saurian Age. Very well written, it has 
never appeared in England and the only forms in which it 
is available since the original Williams Wilkins edition 
of 1934 are in the anthology Portable Novels of Science 
(Wollheiia) 1945 and the magazine Famous Fantastic Mysteries 
(December 1946).

Groff CONKLIN (1904 - )
Conklin entered the science fiction field quite early 

after the war as an anthologist and has since published 
numerous notable anthologies. His first is undoubtedly the 
best and this The Lest of Science Fiction (Crown 1946) 
gave .40 stories well worthy olT” retaining in hard covers.

His next anthology A Treasury of Science Fiction 
(Crown 1948) is also rated" highly and like the former has 
never appeared in Britain. This one does have a Berkley
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is an older story of this author and was originally a 
highlight in Astounding Science Fiction early in 1942. 
Strange to say it has yet to appear in Britain and 
editions have been Fantasy Press 1948, Grosset & Dunlap 
1952 while Two Complete Science-Adventure Books abridged it 
in Winter 1952.

This author has been averaging roughly a novel a year 
for quite some time and although many are rated as 
Juveniles they are very readable fare for adults. Although 
Double Star is not in 'this category, as a Hugo winner, 
TE is worth considering. It is a smoothly written tale 
of the moulding of an actor into a complete taking-over 
of the life of a prominent interplanetary politician. 
After its Astounding Science Fiction appearance in 1956 it 
appeared from Doubleday 19537 Dounleday Book Club 1956, 
Signet PB 1957, Micheal Joseph 1958, and Panther PB 1960.

Heinlein*s recent and most controversial novel Starship 
Troopers won the Hugo at the 1960 World Science Fiction 
Convention (Pittsburgh). Said by many to glorify war this 
describes very comprehensively the training of a lad^ for 
future space war and his adventures in the aBug Wa?’ I 
won’t enter the controversy but leave you to formulae 
your own opinion. The book has so far only appeared' from 
Putnam (1959), after serialisation in Fantasy & SciencA 
Fiction, and is as fascinatingly written' as anything Hoy 
the "Master".

If I might add a further point. Don’t stop at Just 
these books by this author; any Heinlein is worthy of a 
place on a collector’s shelves, - even many of his 
so-called Juveniles.

John W. CAMPBELL (1910 )
“'John Campbell, who has been editing Astounding Science 

Fiction so creditably since December 1937~Xexcept for some 
phases which it is not my intent to comment on here), 
appears in the library both as author and anthologist. 
The strength of Who Goes There?., which is a collection 
of 7 stories, lies principally in the title story, a 
masterful novelette of suspense when an inimicable alien 
life form causes havoc in a U.S. camp near the Arctic 
Circle. However, the other stories also exemplify 
Campbell’s -noteworthy contributions to the science fiction 
field in the ‘30s when he wrote under the pseudonym "Don 
A. Stuart”. The book appeared from Shasta 1948 and 1951, 
while the British edition was a Kemsley ’Cherry Tree’ PB 
titled The Thing. The U.S. PB of the original title 
(Dell 1955) had slightly different contents to the 
original but still, of course, featured Campbell's most 
noted suspense yarn which was made into a movie by 
Howard Hawk in 1951 as The Thing.
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As a compiler it is to Campbell’s credit that he did 
so well with his anthology The Astounding Science Fiction 
Anthology because many anthologists ’"including R. J.~HeaIy“'~" 
and G. Conklin had used the pages of the magazine so 
freely for their own selections# This anthology contains 
22 stories (and an article) and appeared from Simon and 
Schuster in 1952 with a Doubleday Book Club edition in 
1^53. It was cut considerably to appear on the British
scene as The First Astounding Science Fiction Anthology
f - .Second""?...... “(both 7 stories From"Grayson 1954); 
the same remarks apply to the two Berkley pb editions, 
ora with the original title (1956) having 8 stories and
the other Astounding Tales of Space and Time (1957) 7 
stories. Even if one can obtain either pair I feel in
this case one should endeavour to obtain the original 
complete edition and the Book Club edition still seems 
to be readily available,

. Campbell hardly wrote anything after succeeding to the 
editorship _ of Astounding Science Fiction (except, of course., 
many articles within this magazine) and it therefore says 
something for his writing ability that his only postwar 
work ^The Moon is Hell should make the poll. This 
gripping story of survival on the Morn has only appeared 
from Fantasy Press 1950 - and had a Fantasy ’Golden SF 
Library' reprint in 1957? one of the author’s notable 
fantasy stories which originally appeared in Unknown., The 
Elder Gods: also appears in this book.

Ray BPADBURY (1920 - )
yay Bradbury now appears on the scene and should need 

no introduction. He is an author whom I personally can 
only read on occasions and not for a long length of 
time but nevertheless books like The Martian Chronicles 
and The Illustrated Man should be""in everyone’s personal 
library? The first one is a blending into continuity of 
his many notable stories set on or about Mars which were 
so much .a feature of the Standard Magazines and Planet 
Stories in the late ’40s while the latter book gives-' 
more general stories but based on the 'illustrations' on 
a tattooed man.

One has to watch the slight differences between the 
PS Doubleday (1950, 19585 1951, 1958) respectively and the 
British Hart-Davis (1951, 1952) editions; also the former 
from Hart-Davis was retitled The Silver Locusts, PBs 
have also appeared in various editions from to'sh countries

Everett F»Bleiler (1920 - ) and Thaddeus E.Dikty (1920 - )
’ This pair of anthologists left their ’™nnx:k on the

field with their very high class annual compilations B -.st 
Science-Fiction Stories which began in 1949 and gradually
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■? ifioyrpll^ !' feel that'A':no basic library should be 
wi'diout ht least one' of Smith's inter galactic space-opera 
e.p'- - and G ey- lonsman is usually counted, th® best. Smith 
'Irv: ii'ins a '’lot - for science fiction starting with his 
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■ xyi.’-w ccrn'e ter another author who was a highlight
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in , -tounding Science Fiction in the war years and has 

c" from strength fo strength since, namely Isaac 
'u.nj the puns that appeared on his name at times, 
3- Doctor (Ph. D.) took in all good fun). His 
foundation series were featured in? ASF from 1942- 
were collated into the three books Foundation,

;u and Empire and Second Foundation from Gnome' ’ in 
9-2^ and 195’3 respectively. Only tFe first appears 
lolling but aficionados should try to procure the 
They deal with the ramifications of future
■•etic politics. Only the first has seen a British 

.union; all have US PB appearances, the first
1,000-Year Plan (Ace D-110 1955), the second as

Upset' the Universe (Ace D-125 1955 ), and the 
’ti'fTUT fP'dm Avon in 1958, while through the 

-v s of British PB publishing the third appeared 
a Digit 1958 and the first only recently as a

,ry important part of Asimov’s fiction is the set 
's in which he expounds his Laws of Robotics;

"'I, have cut the ground completely from under 
oth. authors desiring to write good robot stories.
T •'t (which old readers will remember was the title 
oi a, robot story by Eando Binder in Amazing Stories 
Ja- 1939) and this is quite readily available as can 
be -sen. from the following — Gnome I960 — hard cover and
soit cohered edition (for US army), dhosset and Dunlap 
1952, G. .yson & Grayson 1952, SF Book Club (Sidgwick and 
Jack, on) 1954, Signet PB 1956 and Digit PB 1958,
Gr------ ORWELL pseudonym of Eric BLAIR (1903 - 1950)

. is a Utopia type novel - the wrong type in this 
casi which should be in every collection as it shows 
the society derived from a logical extrapolation of 
present-day socialism-. The story is harsh - "Remember Big 
Brother is watching you" - just think what this would 
mean.’ How would you accept it? Harcourt Brace presented it 
to the U.S, in 1949, Seeker and Warburg to Britain in 
195:0 while it has also appeared as a US Signet PB in 
1950 ana as a British Penguin in 1954. The story is not 
unknown in other literary spheres:, having been filmed and 
also cj. eating quite a stir as a BBC TV play.
Erie F. RUSSELL (1905 - )

. British author deservedly has a place in the 
lib_ary as his Sinister Barrier, when first written, was 
the tale that germinated the seed for John W. Campbell to 
edit unknown (Worlds) which began in March 1939. It 
ap a therein and is the notable classic on the 
Fc an theme that we are controlled. Perhaps if it were
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written today it would be more smoothly written 
nevertheless it is still a strak melodrama. World‘s Work 
published it in a now scarce book edition in 1943 while 
Fantasy Press gave it to the U.S^public in 1948. The 
only PB edition was one of the emsley "Cherry Tree" 
Fantasy novels around 1950.
Bester BEL REY (1915 - )

"Twelve stories which made this author such an 
outstanding one for Astounding Science Fiction and Unknown' 
(Worlds) in the early r4Us" were collected in And Some 
Were J/uman. Unfortunately this has appeared in ’only the 
one ” form; from Prime Press: Philadelphia in 1948 but is 
well worth placing on a want list.
Jack WILLIAMSON (1908' - )

Our final” author in this "Basic" Library 
table (p, 8,9?10.) if you can’t see what I’m 
is the evergreen Jack Williamson. After his

- check 
getting 
romantic

the 
at - 
and

enthralling space opera in the '30s (notably The Legion 
of Space etc. ) Williamson made top-ranking postwar with"- 
his Humanoids which, with grand characterisation
outlines the involved battle against these beings which 
arc ^c ing the human race to stagnate. This has appeared 
as_ follows - Simon and Schuster 1949, Grosset and Bunlap 
1950- Museum 1953, was abridged for Two Complete Science- 

Bv.’ks Spring 1952, and also as Galaxy SF Novel 
Numoer 21 '“in "”'1954.

Let us now briefly consider the remainder of the 
"development of Science Fiction" nominations.. These are 
necessary to have on this particular basis of their 
selection but one cannot read all of them merely for 
entertainment.’ They do make sense, however, if considered 
in the light of the time when they were originally 
written.

The Omnibus Jules Verne (Lippincott 1931, 1951) gives 
four stories of which three are fundamental in relation 
to this author - Around the World in 80 Bays; 20,000 
agues_ Under the Sea;: Prom the Earth to the Moon (with

sequel) - iKe four til is' nSh-SF. " These are sTories "T feel 
most of us enjoyed in our youth.

The Edward Bellamy (1850 - 1898) Looking Backward first 
appeared in 1888 but is fairly readily available in 
postw r editions an bith sides of the Atlantic.

Ralph 124041+ H. . rnsback (1884. - ) is a must for
everyone as it is by the "Father of Science Fiction" 
himself and is noted for the many inventions it forecast
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as Hugo serialised it himself in his ’’Modern Electrics” 
from April 1911. Its 1925 book edition from Stratf ord": 
Bostom is now a collector’s item: and the Amazing Stories 
Quarterly Winter 1929 appearance is also tending in ' that ~
direction. However, it is also available postwar as Bell 
published it in 1950 while it has also appeared as a
Kemsley "Cherry Tree" around 1952.

Much has been said of M. W. Shelley's (1797 - 1851) 
Frankenstein which startled the world of that time. Every
lover oT the weird should have this one which was the
instigator of many films 5 among many editions it was 
recently PB’d by World in 1958 and (I think) Lion in
1957.

Jonathan Swift's Gulliver1s Travels appears in this 
particular listing too^ ov?:'"~T" must confess that I have 
only read a juvenile version in my youth. Of undoubted 
historic value I understand the norffial story is full of 
Swift's philosophy and sermonising.

Samuel Butler (1835 - 19n2) would probably see 
more of a need than ever to have a civilization without 
machines these days as his Brewhon was based on this 
premise and appeared in 1872^ The"' story is contained in 
The Essential Samuel Butler (Cape and Dutton 1950) while 
Penguin reissued it in 1954.

Austin Hall ( ? «. 1933) and Homer Eon Elint ( ? *1934) 
two old Argosy names,, collaborated on one particular story 
which is acknowledged classic, namely The Blind Spot. 
After Aggosy serialisation in 1921, it was begun as a 
Famous Fantastic Mysteries serial in arch 1940 but then 
appeared complete in the first issue of Fantastic Novels 
(July 1940),. Since then Prime Press has published It (1'951) 
and Museum in 1953. This is a somewhat slow-moving tale 
of another dimensional world.

Coming nearer our present time C. S. Lewis (1898 - )■
wrote Out of the Silent Planet and this, eventually the 
first (and best) of a trilogy, appeared from J. Lane 
in 1938, MacMillan (N.Y.) 1943 and Lane again in 1951. 
It has appeared from Pan (1952) but is continually being 
reprinted from Avon - 1949, 1956 and I960. It covers
philosophy on? Mars and its sequels were Perelandra and 
That ■ Hideous Strength, both readily available from the 
same publishers in 'similar forms.

Of course there are many Merritt (1884 - 1943) collectors 
who have all his works and would not part with them. 
The Moon Pool (which includes the sequel The Conquest of 
the .Moon Pool-) is the best example of this writer's 
particular artistry and is well worth having although some
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might prefer his The Ship of Ishtar. The title story and 
the sequel have both, appeared separately in the magazines 
and combined as Avon PB in the postwar era. Strange to 
say this novel has no postwar hook publication - whilst 
some other Merritt novels have - nor has it e^er been 
published in Britain.

The last work in this ection is M. P. Shiel’s (1$®5- 
1947) The Purple Cloud which still makes quite good 
reading? It is .one of the best last man and last woman 
stories and although the original 1901 edition is said to 
open rather slowly (and is scarce) the streamlined 
version appearing from 1929 - Gollancz, Vanguard, World, 
also Famous Fantastic Mysteries June 1949 is far more 
re adable?

**************

Finally we consider some writers with noted novels
which have appeared in the last decade. I had better say
hero that they might not necessarily become known in the 
future and "classics” - after all time does many funny
things in the world in this regard - but nevertheless they 
have been selected (and in the most part I feel 
deservedly so) as the best novels of their years.

Earth Abides G. R. Stewart (1895 - ) won the first
TEA "and I doubt whether anyone would wish to dispute 
this one. Another on the last man and woman brr Earth 
theme it appeared from Random in 1949, Go'llancz 1950 and 
±952, British SF Book Club 1953, and was a nice fat 
volume from Corgi in 1956.

I am glad to mention John Wyndham in this article. 
He was known to the science fiction realm prewar x?nder 
his true name of John Beynon Harris (1903 - ) and his
writings date back to 1931. Postwar he has, of course, 
become known as one of Britain’s leading writers and 
always sells well. This particular yarn came from 
Doubleday 1951 after serialisation in. Collier’s, Mioheal 
Joseph 1951, as a Doubleday Pook Club edition and even 
saw British hardcover reprinting from Micheal Joseph in 
1958 and Hutchinson (in an abridged form) I960. PB editions 
of this derivitive from Wells ’ Country of the Blind have 
come from Penguin 1954, and Popular Library (US^ 195? - 
as Revolt of the Triffids.

No modern science fiction library should be without 
Clifford D. Simak (1904 ~ ) and as one of my favourite
authors I heartily recommend City which is a compilation 
of a notable series from the pages of Astounding Science 
Fiction. Gnome gave this to us in 1952, Weidenfeld and
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Nicholson in 1954 in book form while US collectors have 
tbs choice of two PB editions — Permabook 1954 or Ace 
Double 1958. This, is the story of the future of men as 
outlined in the Webster family — robots and dogs.

It is Iso fitting that a work of the late C. M. 
■Kornbluth <1923 - 1958) be included and I feel his Takeoff 
is more straight-forward in story than many of his later 
'orks. This story is off a science fiction detective type 
1 deals with the launching of the first spaceship by 

' uiateurs1’ - it has not appeared in Britain but its 
"mubleday 1952 edition was followed by the Book Club
'ition and a Bantam PB in 1953#

Player Piano by Kurt Vonnegut (1922 - ) is not my
articular cl^ss of dish but is mentioned because it may 
.ueal to some who are interested in future electronics, 
•ribner printed it in 1952, MacMillan 1953; it had.
ock club editions from both the US and Britain while 

■ -s US PB ap±.u-aronce was as Utopia 14 in 1955.
The noted contemporary author Thecrdore Sturgeon (1918 - 

now appears on this list very deservedly with More 
J n Huziana This one is hard to review in a short phrase 

1'11 leave it unsaid. It had identical hardcover and
editions -in 1953 from Farrar, Strauss and Ballentine
actively and..- than appeared from Gollancz and the
ish Book Club in the two following years. I also
ratanil it has soon a recent British reprint.
i. l.o has only t._ mention The Demolished Man and the 

Shor Alfred Bester- (1913 - ) springs to raTnd. It is
.a-tful whether this author will ever write anything to 
. .ss this which the Now York Herald Tribune succinctly

mised as "...a subtle" and 'complex (whydunit1*. Shasta
Jidgrick .and Jackson both published it in 1953, book 

cluo editions appeared on both sides of the Atlantic, 
■! '■ e Signet published it in 1954 reprinting in 1959 and

Iton gave it to us recently as a Panther (1959).
Ilgar Pangbom (1909 - ), a musician turned writer,
t ,d a good impression with his first novel West of
Sim- (1953) but surpassed this with his story oT

t hms or. Earth A Mirror for Observers. This has •
.red .as follows - Boubleday 1954? Doubleday Book Club

F. Muller: London 1955? British Book Club 1956 and 
PB 1958»
-.1 element, the writing name of Harry C. Stubbs
- ). is noted primarily for his science fiction,

■w'. has been shown by many stories in Astounding
■re Fiction through the year®. Mission of Gravity
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really shows what an author can do with a logically 
extrapolated scientific background and Doubleday first made it available in harj covers in 1954. There is also a 
Doubleday Book Club edition of the same year; Robert Hale 
gave it to the British field while it was a Galaxy SB 
Novel - Number 33 - in 1958.

The first of the Hugo awards not previously covered 
is They'd Rather Be, Right from Mark Clifton (1906 - )
and .Trunk RileyZ This tale of Bossy - the computer - has 
only appeared as a _ alaxy PB Number 35 in 1959. The 
.pig Time by Britz Deiber (1910 - ) has yet to Be
published' outside its original appearance in Galaxy 
(serial March-April 1958) while James Blish's (1921 - )
a Cage of Conscience, a novel with a religious back
ground first appeared as a US PB from Ballentine in 
1958 and has only seen hard cover editions on the 
British scene from Baber and the British Book Club in 
1959.

There we are. I earnestly hope that this article will 
help stabilise your ideas on what can ’be called a basic 
soiree fiction lobrary. The acquisition of one book by 
an author not previously collected can often open new 
vistas and then you want to become complete in him. You 
may even find that one book may appeal to you more than 
the so-called classic that started you off.'

In closing let me add there are probably only two 
ways, looking at it broadly, for the formation of a good 
science fiction library and these are naturally dictated 
by personal taste. One is the basis of this article and 
the other the complete collecting of favourite authors 
only. The bias for most collectors is towards the latter 
but, if one bears the interests of science fiction at 
heart, one should also go for the former. Anyway I'll 
leave it to you whether you cover the field in general 
or specialise . - Good Hunting.'

BINIS

I can only say that 
like this around when I 
will be useful to lots

I wish there‘d been something 
started collecting. I know this 

of people.... hope they read it»
John ’ M Boyster.





They had been out in the open air of late afternoon 
for nearly an hour, until the sun, strangely small, was 
now balanced like a glowing saffron ball on the horizon. 
Small wisps of shining cloud were woven above it, framing 
its final moments, and its rays, dimming, illumined less 
than a third of the sky. It looked as though it were 
some wonderful and ancient creature possessed by death, as 
though -it would never return again; every minute it sank 
further towards the unseen sea; they could almost hear 
the melting melody of its passing.

The firat men to come to Mars were seeing their
first sunset.

Then they turned, and as they looked past the silent
silver shape that was their home and their link with . a 
greater home, they watched for the first time an alien
night swooping with wings of icy bleckness upon the 
desert that enclosed them. About their feet, the wind, 
gently stirring the aged5, sands, touched them with vague, 
biting fingers, so that they gave their pressure suits 
more warmth and shuffled among the shadows. On the night 
horizon the darkness was becoming impenetrable; the red 
mountains were black, and one cool white planet maintained 
an unwinking vigil in the sky.

Earth.' Our home.' In the sky among the stars.'
_ There were four of them, and as they stood on the 

ancient bed of an old, long—dried-up sea, looking across 
ground which, once young and alive beneath sparkling waves 
now lay arid, dead and frightening, in the impartial 
shadow of dusk.
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They had come a long way from the land in the sky, 

and found only the welcome of death, of mute rock and 
desert sands and failing air, the welcome of a childhood 
scene filled with memories but now grown out of reach 
and cold. Only the brittle lichens were left to drink 
the fragile polar waters in the darkness of the future. 
Gone were the Bradbury people of soft gold eyes, gone
the monsters of Wells, gone John Carter, gone Shandakor, 
gone the Martians themselves, and Mars was a cemetery of'
man-made memories, fading to forgetfulness.

But the memories of Mars lived on, and moved across 
the gulf of Time and into the lonely wind of that magic 
night; the sailors and ships of a world whose seas had 
been its life; and they found those men from Earth on 
the desert floor of their greatest ocean.

One of the men was an Australian, who, as he watched 
the shadows ranging over the sands, remembered the beaches 
of his homeland, how the shining breakers rear and fall 
on the wide Victorian foreshores, how they plunge and 
frolic among the glistening rocks on a moonlight evening; 
how, in the day, the pale blue sea runs out to meet 
the sea of a young and sunburnt world. He saw the 
tangled spear grass, saw the matted ti-tree straggling on 
to the sand dunes, saw the seaweed and the shells, heard 
the mewing sea gulls, heard the barks of dogs and the 
cries of happy children. And behind these smiled the face 
of Tandy, whom Mother Earth held for him while he strode 
among the stars.

Tandy, my loved one, my darling. Tandy.’ cried his 
soul. I’ll come back, Tandy.

Her face was gone, and only the evening waves 
remained, rolling quietly in his memory. And now it 
seemed to him that the waves of the dea were indeed 
swelling and falling before his eyes. He could see points 
of light on the crests and the strange darknesses in the 
troughs. Above him were the familiar stars of the 
southern sky; he could see the Saucepan straight ahead, 
and, -high in the heavens, the Pointers and the Southern! 
Cross. On the right were the three darkening promontories 
of his childhood beach, the rocks, the ti-tree and the 
hills, on which the eerie skeletal gum trees stood, 
looking like bands of ancient black men1 frozen rock-still 
in some strange corroboree.



He watched the little fingers of the sea caressing 
the gleaming flatsands’, and remembered the times when he 
and Tandy had swum there in the distant evenings of the 
past, long before he had thought of the dead seas of
mother planet. But, as his mind came back to the dim
forgotten days of Mars, the scene merged into the
turbulent expanse of a greenish ocean which he did not
i;now, whose waves frothed and rolled in a vast wind- 
beaten swell, dull beneath gloomy clouds and the gathering 
fall of night. An atmosphere of brooding disaster seemed 
to impend above the sullen waters, holding the vision 
fixed before his eyes.

Suddenly everything lurched. A wooden rail, streaming 
■ u.i water, appeared in front of him. He caught it to 
.we himself from slipping; then strained to ' see in the 

f .. -m« Something moved, out among the waves, tall, black, 
and riding on the swell, a sailing ship, driven before a 
powerful wind. A glow-worm lantern glimmered on its 
mainmast. He watched as it rolled towards him, mast and 
sails etched against the dull horizon, almost like a 
living creature j_n distress.

Ho fancied he saw the dim shapes of the crew, behind 
the rails and in the rigging, struggling to change sheets 
and fasten down the hatches and loose cargo. Bor a storm 
was coming, of monstrous intensity and strength. He saw 
the heavy cloud banks rising from behind, end the lighter 
sky disappearing into a cloak of slate. It was dark, and 
a chill wind, wrapped around the wave tops. Rain from the 
murk above him spotted the surf aco of the sea, and 
veiled the shape of the passing vessel in a ghostly mist 
He had to fight to keep his eyes upon its barely 
Visible outline, as it dropped and rose on the swelling 
waves.

The storm was upon him with appalling rapidity, and 
the waves were huge. Yawning water chasms opened at his 
very fe ,t, and into these poured tempestuous whirlpools of 
wind-hurled ocean. Nearby, the ship was caught in all the 
sea’s fury,: lurching from side to side, yawing badly, 
spinning uncontrollably against the sides of giant waves. 
He could see only indistinctly, as his own craft rolled 
and pitched; and his soul was clutched by the bestial 
fear of a drowning man.

The other entered a 
sight. The next instant 
poised like . a leviathan, 
his eyes. He saw figures

gaping trough and disappeared from
it was thrown upwards, and was
on a wave crest right before
leaping over the sides, others
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clinging to rigging and mast, some tumbling down' 
precipitous decks, two in despair falling into the 
, rrific water caverns beneath the -orow. Then a stupendous 

ve rose behind, the stricken vessel and engulfed it as
■ j was rushing down once more. There was a last picture 

black masts emerging from halfway up a raging sJope 
water, and then it was gone, and the frothing waves 

atered harmlessly against each other.
Suddenly the sea was gone* The storm, the sky, the 
.3, gone. A shadowed plain of sterile rock stretched 

from the blackness of night, and the sky was clear 
stars and the peaceful orb of Earth. A quiet wind 

ice on the sand at his feet, running down the slope 
him like a friendly goblin of the night. The

■ ■> other men were standing by his side, staring at
ancient sea bed with faces that, in the twilight,

ked like sculptured stone.
Later, over coffee in the warmth of their rocket

ip, the eldest man was speaking:
’’And what of the ghosts and visions of Earth? Five 

ousand years and still they are mysteries. How, then 
n we try to explain what we have seen tonight? We can 
ly say that we have seen the first ghost on Mars, and 

jell the story. That is all.”
But the Australian was dissatisfied, uncomfortable.

’’Don’t you think that-, oh, in the very distant past,” 
said, "that a ship like thht actually did go down in

storm near here, just as we saw it?"
» •"I do, ” said the other quietly.

"But why should we see it? And how?"
The elder man smiled, enjoying the young man’s 
jtuosity; his insistence upon an explanation.
'I leave that with you," he replied at last. And was
'sed to note the youfrf* man’s silence.

reprinted from Melbourne University Magazine
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CHIMERA...

by

John M Baxter.

At. the outset., I should emphasize that this article 
is written with Australian readers foremost in mind. The 
last few months have seen an extensive release of weird 
and horror fiction on the local market, much of which 
has apparently been overlooked bu the average reader, -his 
is possibly due to bad distribution., but more likely 
because,. without an efficient means distributing 
information, people just donft hear about these things 
until too late. herefore, I’ve attempted to list most of 
the better items that are available in the capital citids, 
give a capsule review of some and,. at the same time, 
expound a few theories fondly held by myself regarding 
the field of horror fiction.

The first book to receive special attention is GREAT 
TALES OF TERROR AND THE SWERNATURAL, a hard-cover 
antHology. edited" by Herbert A. V/ise “and Phyllis Fraser, 
and published by Hammond & Hammond (London) 1947 and Modern 
Library. (New York) • The price is approximately 30/- 
Australian, varying from state to state. This book is an 
absolute necessity for a well-equipped library. It contains 
the creme de la cr^rne of horror fiction^ 52 stories 
representing the quintessence of all work done in this 
field for a century past. Featured authors include Edgar 
Allan Poe (The Black Cat, The Facts in The Case of M. 
Valdemar). John Collier (Back for Christmas), Wilkie 
Collins (The Terribly Strange Bed), M. R. James (Casting The 
Runes) and H. P. Lovecraft (The Rats in the Walls), as 
well as many other noted names in the world of 
literature. It’s hard to choose the high point of this 
anthology, but I personally consider Conrad Aiken’s wSecret 
Snow, Silent Snow” to be a masterpiece. This story of a 
child going slowly insane is chillingly realistic, and one 
you won’t forget in a hurry. Some of the older tales do 
suffer from their comparison with more recently written
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material but, in general., this is a perfectly balanced 
selection, Read it if you can,

GREAT TALES OF TERROR AND THE SUPERNATURAL is a 
perfect example o? "classical” horror, (The phrase "Gothic 
horror** is usually used in this context., but, not having 
been able to find a satisfactory definition of the term, 
I shall use my. own.) This covers all the weird and 
occult fiction based more or less on supernatural 
phenomena., and written before the early years of this 
century, in the 1920’s, a new form of horror story 
wh?eh I call "Modern Horror", slowly gained prominence., 
and a descendant of this newcomer still rules the field 
today. The stories chosen by Mr, Wise and Miss Fraser, 
whilst segregated into tales of "terror" and tales of the 
’’supernatural", have, nearly without exception, a mystical 
element, "The Black Cat"3 for instance, although classed 
as_ a "terror" story, has a strong occult basis, Man and 
animal hate each other, but the man is unable to 
rationalize this loathing. Finally, when he kills the cat,
another comes to continue haunting him. This one has a
gallows—shaped marking on its fur, A mysterious picture of 
a hanging cat appears on his wall, and, finally, it is
the cat which causes his death. As you can see, the
supernatural is very clearly present in this tale. Of the 
other stories classed as "Tales of Terror", only those 
written earliest have occult elements. The later works 
show a very, clear separation from "Classical Horror", 
exhibited mainly in a lack of supernatural content and in 
a heavier emphasis on recognizable natural forces,

FAMOUS GHOST STORIES is another Modern Library book, 
although somewhatcheaper. This anthology of 15 stories, 
edited by American humourist Bennett Cerf, sells for about 
15/— Australian, Unfortunately, five of the stories 
contained in it are also in GREAT TALES..... but this 
book .remains a necessity for any library of weird 
material because of the inclusion of Algernon Blackwood^s 
’’The Willows”, without which no collection of Classical 
horror is complete,, This story of men fighting the 
elementals of water, wind and the mysterious stunted 
willow trees in the superstitious lands of Middle Europe 
is a masterpiece. It puts the remaining stories in this 
book to shame. Rudyard Kipling’s ’’The Phantom Rickshaw” is 
dull but sometimes entertaining, ’’The Mezzotint is one of 
M. R. James lesser works, while the remainder are also 
outshone by "The Willows". The major interest in this 
book, however rests in Blackwood’s story, which is the 
first .attempt to explain allegedly "supernatural" forces in 
scientific language. The author suggests that the
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"elementals* are inhabitants of a concurrent universe who 
break through to feed on men# Not much prominence is 
given to the idea, and one is allowed to choose the 
explanation he favours, but the idea is at least stated, 
so this story represents a significant step forward in 
the progress of horror fiction.

Howard Phillips Lovecraft was one of the first writers 
to completely bridge the gap between *Classical" and 
’•Modern* Horror, a connection which he achieved with his 
ingenious Cthulhu Mythology. This suggests that 
•’supernatural* phenomena can be explained by the existence 
of a prehistoric •’master” race who remain sleeping in 
various parts of the world, and can be awakened with the 
appropriate incantations. Their extensive scientific 
knowledge is also available in various "Un-namable* books, 
which, if read correctly, give the student *unimaginable" 
power. This accounts for summoning up demons, spells and 
all other forms of witchcraft. CRY HORROR (WDL or Avon 
pb.) contains sections of the CtHulhu Mythology, as well 
as samples of his shorter stories, and is a most 
entertaining primer for those who have not previously read 
HPL’s work. If you are familiar with his other books, 
this collection would probably have little attraction, 
consisting as it does of fragmentary short-short stories 
and classic Lovecraft yarns like *The Colour Out of 
Space* and •Pickman’s Model*, which have appeared elsewhere 
on many occasions

13 MORE STORES . THEY WOULDN’T LET ME DO ON TV is a. 
Dell pEZ containing' the second section of' '*A1 f red" ; i ' 
Hitchcock Presents? Stories They Wouldn’t Let Me Do On< 
TV*, a hard-cover anthology of 25 stories, which is 
available in Australia from RheinhardtiLondin at 
approximately 18/-. The first section of this book was 
reprinted by Dell as "12 Stories.......*, but this has not
come on sale in Australia as yet, nor is it likely to 
do so* This small Dell selection is, however, a 
representative sample of the hard-cover’s contents, and one 
which may persuade many to, buy the original complete 
anthology. It includes stories by Roald Dahl (Nuno 
Dimittis), Ray Bradbury (The October Game), John Collier 
(The Lady On The Gray) and many other Modern Horror 
writers. All the stories, with the exception of Leonid 
Andreyev’s *The Abyss*, are readable and highly 
entertaining, although, despite Mr. Hitchcock’s title, some 
of these have been done on his TV show. A. M. Burrage’s 
•The Vfexwork* was shown some months ago on a : Sydney 
station, and two others are vaguely familiar.
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It is interesting to note that 12 of these 13 
stories are based on non-supernatural happenings, the 
exception being Collier s tale, which is pure fantasyo 
and, in my opinion, far from horrible. This illustrates 
the end result of a trend away from mysticism, which has 
taken the field of horror fiction many degrees distant 
from the work of Blackwood, Onions and Poe. The accent 
in this anthology is on the horror of natural forces, 
with drowning, hungry rats and slow poison replacing the 
ghosts and chimeras of yesteryear. I find the impact of 
these stories far less than that of a gruesome Classical 
horror tale,., but the artistry of their writers, and the 
pleasant facility of the style they employ compensates to 
a large degree for this loss of power. The *un—namable*, 
"unthinkable* and •unmentionable* of Lovecraft has been 
replaced by a terrifying wealth of clinical detail, which 
is often just as horrible as the unknown creatures 
lurking in older stories.

Perhaps the finest writer in the Modern Horror field 
is Stanley Ellin, whose collection QUIET HORROR (Hell pb.) 
contains much of his early work, as well as more recent 
stories. Ellin began writing in 1946, and has written 
only a small number of short stories .since, but it is 
possible, when reading this collection, to see the growth 
of a.major talent. His latest story, '‘The Moment of 
Decision*, has been widely reprinted, and is as superior 
to his first printed story, "Speciality ^f the H^usd", -s 
that was to other contemporary horror fiction when it was 
originally published. Novel as the 10 stories in this 
collection are, they all illustrate Ellin's particular 
attitude to life, and to his writing. Without exception, 
this author deals with the horror of a man trapped in a 
position as a result of his own weakness. In “Speciality »
of the .House*’, the love of food leads a man to ultimate 
destruction. The character in "Cat's Paw* murders to keep 
his job.^ Ellin’s victims are invariably destroyed by their 
own sentiments and hungers - by jealousy, or love, or 
greed, or ambition. No ghosts or spirits appear. The man 
is forced further and further towards the ultimate, 
decision by his own_ efforts and is usually left, as the 
story ends, frantically debating an insoluble problem. This 
is horrible - not because of any occult element - but 
merely because one can see oneself in the character's 
place. It is .never where I would choose to be.

Before I begin to draw conclusions from the previous 
statements, there is one more book to mention. It is 
BR-R-RS (Avon pb.), a Groff Conklin-edited anthology of 10 
stories, and is one of those rare birds, the
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by Roald Dahl, Charles Beaumonli* 
wood, Isaac Asimov. and' Frcderik 

Leinster (as Will F. Jenkins) 
litya but they Just don't fit 
things. The Pohl/Asimov 

K-i-ss; nas a ghost suing a human 
O', winning I - while the remainder vary 
ible to downright peculiar. There k-i 4- J — — a. . .

^classifiable collection. Ace editor Conklin has apparently 
dedicated himself to digging up the weirdest stories from 
all sorts _of even weirder places, and combining them to 
(somehow) form a well-balanced anthology. This book 
contains a new (to me) Theodore Sturgeon short from unknown 
lit; and 
Ray Bra d bur 
Pohl, Doric/ 
All are cr? 
anyvhere in 
co Ila born 
wrongful. evi: 
from gruesomely no 
armies of sentient 
trees which ;
it’s a fine anthology 
recommend. (Worms

-j 
oft

for

ntient ants, giant worms many miles long.
scr®?ia_ All this twaddle notwithstanding, 
anthology, and one which I thoroughly

brms and allt) y

The superficial 
has, I hope, served 
the various types 
classification 
possible, of 
given story 
sure youfll 
styles, and 
with a theory tlrt may account 
inteiested to hear whether there 
with me.

survey. I’ve made of the horror field 
to illustrate the distinction between 

- . r°£ fiction available. A definite
i Classical* and "Modern* isn’t always 

course, but, in general, one can place 
without too much trouble. If you do 
observe, as_ I did, the rift between 

exists. I’ve 
it, and will 
people who agree

observe, as I did, the 
perhaps wonder why this ... XU-.

are

so, 
the
come
be

a
I*m
two
up

The basi® of horror fiction 
Uhless the .reader has felt some empathy, 
fleeting, with the character in the story 
cannot be said to have succeeded 
how technically brilliant his story _ 
Classical horror style realised this 

the supernatural unknown to absorb 
average person can accept death, at 
he is totally unable to c ‘ 
dead, and yet, at the same

this reason» the' *R3host" story 
many years, the staple form of Horror Fiction.

is, of course, fear* 
no matter how 

the author 
in his aim, no matter 

is. Authors in the 
—i,. and fell back on 
their readers. The 

least marginally, but 
'> is 
- terrible 
was, for

cope .with something that 
de time, possessed of a

Now man is not, by nature, a supe 
In. our culture, the accent has always 
pcience - on finding out why things are 
the discovery of fire, man has been m

creature 
physical 

’ since

not, by nature, a superstitious 
the accent has always been on

s so. Ever ___
life10?^1 ■ ?nh* s^^itious attitudfenwhichinhe ”held ftowards6 
natural nhpnJS^n1*10 The gradual rationalization of
natural phenomena and discovery of basic scientific



principles has led to a reduction 
of mysticism. In short, people 
have just grown out of believing 
in ghosts. There's a great deal 
of residual mysticism, of course, 
which has an outlet in religion 
but, in general, man is ro longer 
afraid of the unknown. With this 
staple trick-of-the-trade gone. 
Horror writers had to fall back 
on the next fear down the list - 
that of physical death or injury, 
and lesser forms of discomfort, 
such as humiliation, degradation 
and insanity.

They write of nan caught up 
in circumstances over which they 
have no control. They j>lay on the 
inborn fears that most /people have 
- of heights, of strangers, of 
falling, of being suffocated. 
Disease is a_ common ingredient of 
the Modern horror story also, and 
most especially Mental Disease. The 
authors play on all these with 
the same facility that they poked 
fun at that old fear of ghosts 
many years ago. The terror -hasn't 
changed, except in character? it 
still feels the same, but the 
shadowy white-sheeted figure has 
been replaced by another man in 
white - this time carrying a 
straight-jacket. ........................... ..FINIS

Some other weird pbs out more or 
less recently are:-
Off The Beaten Orbit.(ed. J.Merril) 
The Graveyard Reader.(ed. G.Conklin) 
Pan Book of Horror Stories.

(ed. H. Van Thai) 
Not at Night (ed. C. C. Thomson)

ART ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN FIGURE 
For the amateur and professional 

artist and sculptor, giving 
detailed study of every part of 
the body, male and female.(advert.) 
I'm glad they put in that human.
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This is a sort of 
mystery article. It’s 
worth a ten-issue sub. 
to the first clod to 
correctly name the author

Ue proceed then ■ to a few. reflexions to which we 
cannot but feel ourselves invited by the views which we 
have already presented:' in these pages. What will be the 
future history of the human race and what the future 
destination of. each individual, most persons will, and 
most wisely,. judge on far other grounds than the 
analogies^ which physical science can supply. Ana^ o/p*on • 
derives from such 6' quarter can throw little light on 
these grave and lofty questions. Yet perhaps a few 
thoughts on. this subject, even if they serve only to 
show how little the light thus attainable really is, may 
not be an unfit conclusion to what has been said; the 
more • so if these analogies of science, so far as they 
have, any specific tendency, tend to confirm some of the 
convictions, with regard to those weighty and solemn points 
— the destiny of .Man, and of Mankind, - which we derive
from other and higher sources of knowledge.

Man is capable of looking back upon the past "history
of himself, his Race, the Earth, and the universe. So 
far as. he has means of doing so, and so far as his 
reflective powers are unfolded, he cannot refrain from 
such a retrospect. As we have seen, man has occupied his 
thoughts with such contemplations, ©nd has been led to 
convictions thereupon, of the most remarkable and striking 
kind. Man is also capable of looking forwards to the 
future, possible or probable, history of hinself, his 
race, the earth, and the universe. He is irresistably 
tempted to do this, and to endeavour to shape his 
conjectures on the future, by what he knows of the Past. 
He attempts to discern what future . change and process may 
be imagined or .expected, by the analogy of past change 
and process, which have been ascertained. Such analogies 
may be necessarily very vague and loose, but they are 
the peculiar ground of speculation with which we have 
here to deal. Perhaps man cannot discover with any 
certainty any fixed and permanent laws which have 
regulated those past changes which have modified the 
surface and population of the earth; still less, any laws



which^ have produced a visible progression in the 
constitution of the rest of the universe. He cannot, 
therexore3 avail himself of any close analogies, to help 
nim to conjecture the future course of event, on the 
earth or in the heavens 5 still less can he apply any 
Known laws, which may enable him to predict the future 
configuration of the planets for indefinite periods. He 

u±ofQ®ee the astronomical revolutions of the heavens, 
which take place, so long as the known laws subsist. He 
cannot foresee the future geological revolutions of the 
wk- u . eVQn they are produced by the same causes 
which have produced past revolutions, of which he has 
learned the series and order. Still less can he foresee 
the future revolutions which may take place in the 
Si of society, of philosophy or religion;
SJ+. 1933 again, the course which the Divine Government 
oi the world will take, or the state of things to 
which, even as now conducted, it will lead.
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There are a couple of ♦zines out recently in 
M ' --’le, which, while not fanzines in a narrow way, may
b interest to some clod out there * The first is a 
.pv' T.Tor of the Melbourne University Astronautical

' Pioneer - and I honestly couldn t even feed it to 
my h , Th.. duplicating. and layout are poor and the
m? ' ' .■•.tboi-gh Authoritative, is not well written or
p. •. . v ’-6 runs 34 nearly duplicated pages and that
co "/6. If anyone is interested I’ll see if I can
g. y for them but I warn you: It contains the
M: ' ht bit.

ih
£ .yr.
the
d"’
the
ii

effort is much better and should interest 
concerned with comparative religion - from

. The Dionysiad has, in its two issues to 
ides on Zen, the Upanishads, Lao-Tzu, 

. n.ton, the origins of life, and freethought 
•,’i£ as well as the article reprinted in
■o.stract reprinted below. Once again 

.n for interested parties.
r. LIFE.

a tribe whom we shall call the
Ish a y wide flat delta, which was

■ '? gentle and beneficial floodings of
th - .the Inh were able to grow their

.. o' their* cattle and live graciously.
ji Flood Day, the senior Ishian clergy used
'c-' ascend a ' in front of the whole assembled

’nd ' crv out ’’Who sends the flood?”; and the 
per p;.. . or:' Tpicre -would answer *Ugwug, our God,
ger/u th? -T v - .V-. Or j day an anthropologist appeared, and 

tAkin' ■ 'yrne ..notes on the political and sexual
- - Jk. ish (he was an American anthropologist) he
-p . tsed remark to the High Priest that this Flood

M;- • heyr were offering thanks to Dfev/ug was actually 
. us. by - leavy rains in the mountains of the hinterland, 

so'rr ..ought, the High Priest replied that no doubt 
Ug" t ■ ie rai; to the mountains also. ’’Well, not
e' t Ptxjiropologist. wIt’s all a matter of

h -t tt ... , on the sea, evaporation, clouds,
-x that jazz...” The High Priest called a

evxxx itdoe ~ his colleagues, and after many weeks
of hate r ? mt was issued to the Ishian populace
t -e 'Ugwug had been discovered to be even

owepi. -J ;..?j Jluontial than had previously been
ti- inedg, btu--i ho <■. utrolled not only the flooding of
t>' * but Als t .c evaporation of the sea and the
,iOe - Su xf (-P Gxynn Sutcliffe, editor, probably.)
Ar this is the ever-lovin’ last stencil by J>hn M Foyster, 
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3
Professors La Nauze and Clarke have long been 

challenging historians to explore the various social 
effects of religious adherence among the Australian people. 
That gauntlet is now taken up. I am at present engaged 
in diligent resaerch upon the matter., and, in the hope 
of provoking a few suggestions from others, ■ I shall set 
down the significant questions which appear to me to 
arise from the most obvious aspects of what is 
undoubtedly the chief cult among the po pulae Australia ni.

Doubtless you know how many and how often Australians 
frequent public houses. They have an indefinable yet 
magnetic mystique. Men drink there rather than at home 
despite the greater expense and apparent inconvenience. And 
here we immediately notice that in the public house codes 
of. behaviour, unspoken sanctions, and prescribed rigmaroles, 
which can only be classified as traditional ritual, are 
ignored to the very great danger of total ostracism by 
the unwary visitor. Considera too, the rigid divisions of 
caste that separate the public from the saloon bar 
drinkers. We may not have an exact parallel with the 
behaviour patterns to be seen within the buildings more 
widely known as religious conventicles, yet there is 
sufficient similarity to justify the academic category.

The main problem is this: if you watch people very 
closely while they are drinking you will observe that 
some drink with fore-arms horizontal, some with fore-arms 
vertical. There is, therefore, a typological distinction 
between ’’elbow—uppers* and ’’elbow-downers*. It is curious 
that this vital difference has hitherto gone unremarked .
amongst historians. Only psycho-sociologists have ventured 
into the field. And then findings have been far from
definitive. Indeed they are divided into two camps.
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One might be described as the atavistic school. That 
is to. say3 they, emphasize elbovz elevation as a throwback 
to primitive habits and urges. Elbow-Downers on the other 

. . ?. ^hey see as dominated by the elaborate etiquette of 
civilised society. The argument runs like this? man was 
zrom the first a nomad who gathered food and drink where 
ne could find it. Naturally he discovered drink from 
streams. Just as naturally he quenched his thirst by 
ladling the .water to his lips in a cupped hand. Now 

+iaa:LJng occurred standing-, stooping, squatting or 
•‘-y^nga the fore-arms would always have been horizontal.

Evidence for such an opinion is found 
ox Gideon, who used such a criteria, on 
u Qx kord, for selecting the fiercest men 
hosts for the affray with the Midianites*

in the story 
the advice of 
from among his

Lord said unto Gideon; the people are 
yet too many; bring them down unto the water 
and I will test them for thee there. And the 
number that lapped, putting their hands to 
their mouths were two hundred.

Lord said to Gideon: by the three 
hundred .men that lapped thus I will save you, 
and deliver the Midianites into their hands.'*

As Joseph Schumpeter has 
becomes axiomatic) battle is 
activities. And the God of 
drinking test would reveal 
primitive impulses.

suggested (and which thereby 
one of man*s basic atavistic 

Gideon well knew that a
those with the appropriate

SQy? modern elbow-uppers sip tea and 
coffee with elbows m. True, but this is because 

neals table, demands that 
restramed for common comfort. Therefore drinks 

^ordinary meals are always taken with fore 
ehXiI JhSv1* , some men enter the bibulous
eh.pels they shea inhibitions to revert to primitive habit 
and we see modern man succumb to the atavistic urge.

A second type of explanation relates 
general change in middle-class attitudes, 

religion as well as politics, social 
education, economics and family life.

a

This school of thought centres around 
(The, Lonely Crowd) and William Whyte Sr. 
Organization Man).

the problem to 
which permeates 
intercourse,

David Riesman 
(The



Middle-class folk, they argue, are becoming more 
concerned to be popular, to get along with their fellows, 
than to pursue individualistic aims. Their attention is 
turned more tov/ards peer, group opinion than towards 
abstract ideals. Riesman labels these ’’other-directed* 
types, and those who cling to anachronistic individualism 
’’inner-directed’’.

Elbow-uppers are other-directed and elbcw—downers are 
inner-directed. For elbow—uppers are gregarious drinkers# 
They display those, pre-adolescent homosexual tendencies like 
pummelling, throwing arms over friends’ shoulders3 and, 
above all, back-slapping. They are studiously open-hearted, 
and their horizontal fore-arms are a visible sign of 
eagerness to be accepted by their fellows. Conversely 
those who keep themselves to themselves, keep their elbows 
to themselves.

Though this is a stimulating view I think it doubtful 
whether attitudes in a public house are determined by 
members of a dominant class. And, though the hypothesis 
may be generally valid when restricted to middle-class 
drinkers, it cannot be held to be universally true of 
nil Australian devotees of the pale amber effervescent 
nectar. For instance, I myself know that in the sects 
devoted priests of Carlton and united there are gregarious 
elbow—downers, and reticent elbow—uppers.

My own preference is for an environmental explanation. 
It seems to me that all men and women who drink 
infrequently or at home adopt the vertical position. The 
faithful invariably raise the elbow, so that they can 
participate more fully in' the daily evening service. For 
between 5.30 and 6.15 pm., in Melbourne at least, so 
many seek the light of true wisdom imparted at the cult 
centres, that elevating the elbow is the only way to 
gain lebersraum (elbow-room).

By now you will have realised that this problem holds 
implications that have yet to be plumbed. V’e can at the 
moment conclude with certainty only that elbow—uppers are 
the true worshippers, while elbow—downers must be 
considered the occa_.sional conformists. I shall therefore 
proceed to concentrate my attention on the former, and 
shall diligently pursue a few other questions which 
already appear from my many hours of enthusiastic field
work. Any correspondence on the subject will be welcomed, 
and any assistance will receive due recognition in the 
work I am now preparing for the press. The tentative 
date of publication of Volume One is estimated for June
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19705 though there may be delays occasioned by the 
extreme complexity of the subject* I trust you will 
forgive any such, as due to my desire to do full justice 
to such an intriguing enquiry*

reprinted from The Dionysiad October 1960.

Extract, from looal papers
Pressed with. an intimation that the News Editor 

iounv sex to avoid, the spokesman said:

*vJell, we will consider a man — if he^s very goodj*
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Paul COOPER Illustrations* March page 35 pink back-
ground.

June page 21 mauve
background.

August page 36 orange
background.

The Cosmatronic Flyer by Greno Gashbuck. (Hugo Gernsback.)

The Cosmic Blinker by Eando Binder.

Sensitive by Harry Bates•

Roger DEE

Albert DE PINA
with

DEVAUK

with

Biography9sketch. October page 36.
Worlds within Worlds. October .pages 34-38 
Two illustrations by Tom O’Reilly.

The following departments appeared. See 
individual titles for location.
Book Reviews, Chain Reactions Editorials 
Risiscience, Science News Shorts, Science 
Questions and Answers, Science Quiz, 
Stranger than Science Fiction.

Biography, photo. August page 29.
Henry HASSE. ’ ’ ’
W.timate Life. August, pages 28-34. 
Two illustrations by Charles Homstein.

Biographics/photos. June page 44.
August page 44.

H. G. yiOT.
The stolen Minute. June pages 43-61.
Five illustrations by Jay Landau.’
Two illustrations by Munoef Alwan.

August pages 42-62.
Eight illustrations by Jay Landau.
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The Dimensional Terror by Harry Walton.

MSZlis—Scott POLLENS Four illustrations for Once’ Around the
Solar System, April page 67,

EDITORIAL by Hugo Gernsback appeared 
March - pages 2, 67.
April - page 2.
May - page 2.
June - Page 2;
August - page 2.
October - page 2;
December — page 2,

The Electronic Baby by Grego Banshuck • (Creno Gashbuck.)

The End of* the Moon by Gustav Albrecht, Frank R. paul 
and Donald H. Menzel.

The Evolution of the Spaceship "by Leslie R, Shepherd and 
A. V. Cleaver.

Exploration of Mars by Hugo Gernsback,

Extra-terrestrial Communication by Leslie R. Shepherd,

£LW4p_Jose__FA^R Biographies.photo/sketch Nhrch page 21.
December page 40 

The Biological Revolt. March pages 20-33 
rive liiuocrations by Frank R. Paul. - ’ 
Strange- impulsion. October pages 39-61. 
Six illustrations by Virgil Finlay.

Virgil , F IMLAY Illustrations: October pages 39, 42, 
bx (orange background), 56 (Blue 

background).
December -pages 4-5. 9. 

52, 54, 59, 67.41,

Micheal FISCHER Misfit» December page 21.
One illustration by Peter Poulton.

Freedom of the Race by Anne McCaffrey.

FRONT COVERS March, April and June by Alex Schomburg 
Others by Frank R, Paul.

Future Space Suits by Donald H. Menzel.
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Raymond Z- GALLEN

Greno GASHBUCK

Hugo GERNSBACK.

Gus N. HABERGOCK

.55

Biography,photo. 'April page 5.
X Captive Asteroid. April, pages 4-X5. 

Five illustrations by Tom OlReil?y.

another subtle pseudonym for Hugo 
GERNSBACK.

Editor and Publisher of all issues.
Editorials:
March (pages 2, 67.) The impact 'of 
Science-Fiction on World Progress.
April (Page 2. ) Pseudo Science-
Fiction.
May (Page '2. ) The Science-
Fiction Industry.
June ( Page 2.) Skepticism in 
Science-Ilotion. (..... I always spell 
it scepticism ’myself......I guess I’m 
old-fashioned...)'
August (Page 2.) Science-Fiction
Semantics.
October ( Page 2.) The Mighty Mitb.
December (Page *2.) Status of
Science-Fiction.
Fictional Articles. • ,i

X Exploration oF Mars, March pages 4-11, 
61-65. “Fifteen illustrations by Frank_ 
R. Paul. Three photos.

X The World in 2046. June pages
Six illustrations by Frank R. Pail.’

X World Vfer III in Retrospect, April, 
pages 26-38. Nine illustrations by i 
Frank R. Paul,

as Grego ^BANSHBCK ’ K
X The Electronic Baby, ay pages 59-61. 

One illustration by Frank R. Paul.
as Greno GASHBUCK

X The Cosmatomic Flyer, March pages 53a
59. One illustration by Frank R. Paul. 

? 6 Gus N. HABERGOCK'
The Radio Drain. April page 61.
One illustration by 5Fay Landau.

probably a third, but ^this time rather 
obvious, pseudonym for ffugo GERNSBACK.

Hands Across Space by Chad Oliver.

Henry HASSEl.i —I — ■ ■ r <■» Biography and photo. August page 29.
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Henry HASSE
f-f.i-Tj.Tn •■■U0-Mraia.nu with Albert DE PINA

Hit unto. Life* 'August# pages .28-34.
Two illustrations by Charles Hornstein.

Steley .. HENIG with Homan ARCTAY
Operation Switch. December page 31,
One illustration by Peter Poulton.

Charles HOHNSTEIN . Illustrations:- '
March page 53. (blue background.) - ‘ 
May pages 27s’(green background.) 31. ‘ 
June pages 26. (green background.) 32.- 
August pages 29. (green-blue background)3X 
October pages 22-23 (yellow background.) 
24-25, 31 (yellow background.), 33.
December pages 22-23 (yellow background.) 
25, 27•

Martin KOI ,T .MAN

Alan HUNTER Cover in December issue, page 67

Incident in Space by Lawrence E. Larkey.

Intelligence Factor by Corwin F. Stickney.

Intelligence

___Interstellar

Test by Harry Walton.

Flight by Leslie R. Shepherd.

Il lustrations? March pages 42 (pink 
background ), 45, 48, 50.

April pages-'39 (green
blue background ),40-41, 46.

Jay LANDAU

Lawrence E. LARKEY

LAWRENCE

Murray LEINSTER

Illustrations: -
April pages 16 ( orange background), 18* 
21, 25, (yellow background), 61.
Ifey pages ‘5 (yellow background.), 8.
10, 13, 18. -
June pages 43 (yellow-green background).
47, 48, 50, 55.
August- pages 4£ —43 (blue ’background), 
49, 53, 54, 57, 59, 60.

Incident in Space. June page 23. ’
One illustration by Frank R. Paul.

Illustrations: December pages 12-13, 16- 
17, 33.

Biographies, photo/sketch, June page 5.
Aiecember page 6.
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1-iu-ray LEINSTER Nightmare Planet, June pages 4*19.

Eight illustrations by Tea O'Reilly, 
The Transhuman. December pages 4*10, 
Two illustrations by Virgil Finlay,

Saturn — Queen of the Sky June pages 
24-25, #wo illustrations by Frank R, 
Paul,

LONG
.1 revolt. «v> in 
future biogr 
r.phies stands 
for bicgrapbi 
es and/or ske 
tch/w,£&QtQ.

Biographies April page ’39 June page 26 
The Spiral Intelligence, June pages 26- 
33. Two illustrations by Charles 
Bernstein. Three illustrations by 
Muneef Alwan.
Throwback in Tine April pages 39-47.* 
Three illustrations by Martin Kollman.

Freedom of the Race October page' 20. 
One illustration by Peter Pculton.

Calvert

with

Biography October page 4,
The Celestial Brake October pages 4-19, 
Four illustrations by Frank R. Paul.

Biographies March page 43 August page 24, 
Iiction
The Other Side of gero. March pages 
43*52, Four illustrations by Martin 
Kollman, 
Articles
Future Space Suits May page 19. ’ 
°"® illustration by Frank R. Paul, ' 
Our Atomic Sun October pages 21s67, 
One illustration by Muneef Alwan. four 
photos.
Ggstav ALBRECHT and Frank R. BAHL-
The End of the Moon August pages 22-* 
26, Four illustrations by Frank R. Paul.

Misfit by Micheal Fischer.

Sam MOSKOWITZ Managing Editor all issues.
Book Reviews all issues.
Chain Aeaction3 a second editorial.
appeared: May - page 25.

August - page 35.
October - p?ge 29.
December - page 40.
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Nightmare Planet by Murray Leinster,

Chad OLIVER Biography August page 37, 
Hands Across Space. August pages 36-41 
One illustration by Paul Cooper.

Once Around the Solar System by Forrest J. Ackerman.
Operation ^Gravity by Jack Williamson.

Tom O’REILLY Illustrations: March pages 12 (blue-green 
background), 15, n7, 19.
Airil pages 4 (yellow background), 7, 
13 (3), 15, 43, 50, S3, 54.
May pages 41, 43, 45, 48, 51, 53, 
54, 55, 58.
June pages 4-5 (mauve background ), 6,
9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18.
August pages 4-5 (orange background), 6,
9, 11, 13, 15,- 16. ’
October pages 34, 37,

The Other Side of zero by Donald H. Menzel.

Cur Atomic Sun by Donald H. Menzel.

Frank R. PAUL Art Director for all issues. 
Covers: May, August, October 

and December issues, 
2fYers : August, December issues, 

with TINA : March, April, ’May, June, 
October issues.

Illustrations: - March pages 4 (yellow 
background), 6, 8 (2), IC. 11, 20 
(yellow background), 22, 25, 29, 32. 
61, 62 (3), 63, 64 (2), 65 (2).
April pages 26, 29, 31 (2), 33 (2), ' 
34, 35 (2), 56 (purple background) 59. 
May pages 19, 20, 59 (green background) 
June pages 24 ( 2, 1 with yellow back
ground), 25, 34, 37 (2), 38 (2), 40. 
August pages 22—23 (red background), 
24 (2), 25 (green background).
October pages "4-5 (green background), 
10-11, 14, 18. ‘ 
December page 35,

J.P.PHILLIPS Space. Salesman December pages 32-33. 
One illustration by Lawrence,
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Plantedl by Frank M. Robinson.

Pestscript by Eric. Frank Russell.

Peter POULTON Illustrations: October page 20.
December pages 11, 21, 31.

The Proxy Head by Robert Bloch.

Gerard QUINN Cover in December issue page 67.

The Radio Brain by Gus N. Habergock. Try Hugo GERNSBACK.

Rapid Wonder Plants by Gustav Albrecht.

Retrograde Evolution by Clifford D. Simak.

RISISCIENCE

Frank M. ROBINSON

Department which appeared 
l.'ferch pages 39-41.
May pages 59-61.

Biography December page 14. 
PlantedI December pages 12-15.
One illustration by Lawrence.

Saturn - Queen of the Sky by Isabel M. Lewis.

Eric. Frank RUSSELL Biographies" October page 32.
December page IS.

Bitter End ^ecember pages 16-20.
One illustration by Lawrence.
Postscript October pages 30-33, 61.
Two illustrations by Charles Hornstein.

James H, SCHMITZ Biography December page 24.
The Vampirate December pages 22-30.
Three illustrations by Charles Hornstein

Alex SCHOMBURG Front Covers for March, April and June 
issues.

Science-Fiction

Science-Fiction

Dime Novels, includes four covers.
June page 67.

around the World. December page 67.
Covers of Los Cuentos Fantasticos, 
Nebula, F lancet, Sc i enc e-Fc.nta sy, Thrills 
Inc or pora fecT^ Pre, nia.
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SCIENCE SHORTS Department appearing each issue with
information on the following subjectss- 
Anthropology, Astronomy, Astrophysics, 
Atomic^, Aviation, Biology, Botany, 
Chemistry, Climatology, Communication, 
Cybernetics, Electricity, Electronics, 
Food Chemistry, Geology, Geophysics, 
Inventions, Mechanics, Medicine, 
Meteorology, Mineralogy, Oceanography, 
Physics, Psychology, Spai iology, 
Technology, Zoology, 
It appeared -
March - pages 56-59.
April - pages 62-65.
.May - pages 62-65.
June - pages 62-65.
August - pages 63—66.
October - pages 62-65.
December •* pages 61-64.

SCIENCE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Department which appeared on 
page 66 of each issue-,

SCIENCE QUIZ Department which appearedt—
March - page 66,
April - page 55.
May - page 24,
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Leslis R. SHEPHERD Biographies Lferch page 54• 
April page 57, 
December page 36 .

X Extra-Terrestrial Communication* December 
pages 34-39* One illustration by Frank 
R. Paul.
Interstellar Flight. April pages 56-60* 
Two illustrations by Frank R. Paul.

with A. V. CLEAVER.
The Evolution of the Spaceship. March 
pages 54-55.

Cliff ord D. SIMAK Biographies April page 17. 
August page 5.

Retrograde Evolution. April pages 16-25. 
Four illustrations by Jay Landau.

X Spacebred Generations. August pages '4-21 
Seven illustrations by Tom O’Reilly.

Space Salesman by J. P. Phillips.

Spacebred Generations by Clifford D. Simak.

The Spiral Intelligence by Frank Belknap Long.

Corwin F. STICKKEY Intelligence Factor December pages lla 
30. One illustration by Lawrence.

Strange Compulsion by Phillip Jose Farmer.

STRANGER _THAN SCIENCE-FICTION Department appeareds- 
March - page 38.
April - page 55.
K-.y - page 18.
June - page 65.
August - page 27.
October - page 28.
December - page 64

The Stolen Minute by Pierre DeVaux and H. G. Viot.

Throwback in Time by Frank Belknap Long.

The Time Cylinder by Eando Binder.

Richard TOOKER Biography April page 49.
The Ultimate City April pages 48-55. 
Four illustrations by Ton O’Reilly.

Transhuman by Murray Leinster.

The Triggered Dimension by Harry Bates.
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The Ultimate City by Richard Tooker.

Ultimate Life by Albert de Pina and Henry Hasse. 

Vldom.'by John Scott Campbell.

The Vampirate by James H. Schmits.

H* G. VIOT Biographies June page 44.
August page 44.

with Pierre DBVAUX. ’ . - z -
The Stolen iiinuto. June pages 43-61.
Five illustrations by Jay Landau.
Two illustrations by Muneef Alwan.

August pages 42-62, 
Eight illustrations by Jay Landau.

F. L. WALLACE Biography May page 40.
Worlds in Balance, J&y pages 39-58, 
Jacket (page 39) by Muneef Alwan.
Wine illustrations by Tom O’Reilly,

Hhrry WILTON- Biography May page 33.
The Dimensional Terror June pages 20-22 
One illustration by Paul Cooper. 
Intelligence Test May pages 32-38.
Two illustrations by Seymour Augenbraun.

Jack WILLIAMSON- Biography October page 24.
Operation : Gravity. October pages 22-28. 
Two illustrations by Charles Hornstein.

The World at Bay by Forrest J. Ackerman.

The World in 2046 by Hugo Gernsback.

World VZar III - in Retrospect by Hugo Gernsback.

Worlds in Salance by F. L. Wallace.

Worlds within Worlds by Roger Dee.

... really THS ENDg

(But the sharp-eyed will note a small contradiction* so 
please note as well that the August and December Back
Covers were by Paul* net by Paul and Tina, ^ext time
round at about the same place will be an Author-Index 
to the 1960 magazines* and in the issue followirg* undej» 
duress only,i I’ll go’ over Nebula......not far to gq^e
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Which is the 
and will be 
ss possible* 
budding Cotts

book-review column in Emanation. Reviews are 
by as many people as possible and as varied 
Contributions are invited but if you’re a
or Bester or Gale don’t bother.

S?713™ DAY. by Hans HelOmut Kirst. Ace Star.
Q This novel is reviewed below by NIGEL JACKSON, 

twenty-one year old student' of English Literature at 
the University of Melbourne. )

Nho, I wonder, are you who are now beginning to read 
these words which I started writing at five to two in 
the night-morning? Who can be sparing time amid so many 
tasks of this bustling Twentieth Century world, to look 
at a tan magazine in roneo and produced by a boy? 
Forgive me for addressing you so personally | but I have 
just undergone an. experience so deeply moving that, as I 
now write .about it, I want everybody who penetrates as 
far as this to keep on reading.

Foyster at a science-fiction convention in 
® time when my adolescent zest for this 

kind or fantasy literature was fast waning, not so much 
because. I was reading T. S. Eliot and E. II. Forster at the 
University,, as because I was becoming that few science
fiction writers are capable of writing sensitively about 
human, beings. Do not imagine that my meeting with John 
revivified my interest in science—fiction. On the contrary, 
I have scarcely read a page till today. No, the result 
of our meeting was the creation of a friendship, and it 
is because of our friendship that John asked me to ' 
review a book for him. He gave me ’’The Seventh Day.«

I did .not want to read it. I had exams. I had 
piano—practice. Even after the exams I did not want to 
read it. Rather, I had just become so fascinated by 
®mlet, Shakespeare’s 'masterpiece, that I wished to study 
1-+u night and day. I did not want to waste ray tin a 
with a lurid paperback about an atom war. The author, I 
felt sure, knew scarce a jot about his fellow human 
beings and cared to make money only. But I read “The 
Seventh Day* out of friendship for John. You might say, 
if are superstitions, that my friendliness has been
rewarded.
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The hovel ends with four sentences^

“Germany no longer existed.

’’So ended the sixth day.
Europe did not survive the seventh.
The hours of mankind were numbered.”

. Perhaps your reaction is to feel that anyone could 
write these simple statements. If so, then I must ask 
you to read them again. This time you are to try to 
grasp their meaning.

When the novel ends, so much radioactivity has been 
released by an atomic war between Russia and the West, 
that not a man upon the face of the earth can hope to 
escape imminent* inevitable ’death. ’

Where do 
unanswerable; 
it, is

we 
but 

the' way

go when we die? 
the way in

he faces up to
The question seems 

which a • man faces up to 
the world.

*The 
ultimate 
seeking i 
the world of 1961, 
story of how in s 
brought to destruction by 
as_ inevitable - which have 
political unrest 
origin 
en masse

Seventh 
question, 

unflinchingly to show

in
is suggested

coinciding

Day” makes no attempt to answer the
It fulfils the vital secondary role of 

i us the world we live in.
His method is to tell a story, the 

seven _ days our world and all mankind is 
a series of mishaps - presented 
their superficial origin in

Poland and divided ermany. Their real 
as the intrinsic instability of man ’ 
with the existence of atomic weapons.

There 
since the 
Laertes’ says 
Opholiat

are things „ _____ _____
time of Shakespeare.- in the “playof “Samlet

of his unhappy sister, the heartbroken'1”^

in this world which have not changed 

the heartbroken”"””

“Thought, and' affliction
She turns to --- s passion, hell itself, 

favour and to pr-ettiness.**
feel the same sad tenderness 
m ”The Seventh Day” 
Constance and Maria.
through^ war-torn Germany—to —get_ to-
They die in thp centre of an atom explosion, two 

Here is an episode from her

We 
lovers 
towards 
bicycle 
Martin, 
yards from ’each other, 
pilgrimage 8

to the various women 
I towards Isolde and Ruth, 

It is Maria who rides on a
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L&na gradually slowed down, when she heard a child 

crying. She stopped at a farmhouse standing by a little 
stream at the edge of a village. The house looked 
abandoned and the garden had an untended appearance.

’Maria leaned her bicycle against the hedge and went 
in. She found a little girl sitting on the floor and 
went up to her, whereupon the child stopped crying. 
’What’s the matter?” asked Maria, leaning down to her. 
She immediately started crying again.

’She was a little girl., about two years old, sitting 
on her. bare behind on the worn flagstones. She wore a 
blue linen dress like a sack and her hair was roughly 
braided into pigtails. Her little face was red and tear- 
stained.

• I . •

• ’”You musn’t cry,* said Liiria, and ’tried to touch the 
child, who shrank back in fear. R7on’t you tell me why 
you’re crying?*

’The infant shook her head emphatically but stopped 
crying. Her gray cat’s-eyes looked at Maria timidly. Then 
in a sudden access of confidence she showed Maria her
leg. There vias a blue bru?se on her knee.

”*Did you fall down?” asked Maria. The child nodded. 
Maria knelt down and took the little creature in her 
arms. She looked around her in search of a bit of cloth 
and then pushed the nearest door open. It led into a 
neglected-looking kitchen. ”Is there anyone here?” called 
Maria, but there was no reply. 

T
’Maria sat the child on a chair. She found a dirty 

towel and after a longer search a basin into which she
poured water and wet the towel. The child had become 
quiet : and gazed at Maria with wide-open eyes. Maria laid
the wet towel on the sore place.

*”AU right?** asked Maria.

’*A11 right,” said the child.

’"You must be very careful, do you hear?" asked Maria. .

’"You are good,” said the child. "Stay here.”’

Humankindness speaks for itself. You can either try to
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live it, or ignore it and live selfishly. But whether 
you are a Christian or Buddhist or atheist or agnostic, 
you cannot prove its validity, nor can you disprove it. 
Knowledge and logic are helpless. In his play “King 
Lear” Shakespeare made this clear. But he did cone to
one important conclusion about those who do not practise 
humankindness. If people so behave, he said, then

“It will come
Humanity must perforce prey on itself,
Like monsters of the deep,”

Such people, he saw, might just as well be savage 
beasts, wantonly cruel and lustful. The savagery ’of the 
world is faced unshrinkingly in *The Seventh Bay*, 
Although there are passages of a terrifying violence 
(which suggest that the author was in Germany during 
World war II), these arise naturally and honestly from 
the story. Like the question of death, they must be 
faced with as much courage as we can muster.

The novel makes criticisms of you and me. We make 
mistakes, We are cowards. We could, under stress, behave 
with the cruelty of wild beasts. These criticisms were 
valid in the time of Shakespeare, of Christ, of Socrates 
and Confucius. “The. Seventh Day” asks us, as Shakespeare 
asked us, to act in despite of the world* s savagery with 
love and courage and humankindness.

But the novel makes a specific criticism of our 
modern world. Political ignorance, from municipal to 
international levels, is shown to be inexcusable. Every 
nan must try his hardest to avoid atomic war.

novel is. so tightly constructed, and written with 
sufficient sensitivity, to make it likely that you will 
not be .able to put it down. The dust jacket calls it 
a detailed minute-by-minute accounting of man’s last week 

on Earth.* Its technique is to tell several stories 
simultaneously,. They are most poignantly interwoven, One 
reviewer. described the book as ’’powerful, emotion-packed 
and exciting". It is more than this. It is important. 
And because of the nature of its importance, it is 
terrifying. It is the greatest horror story that I have 
ever read. NIGEL JACKSON.

(which, gentle reader. is more an essay than a review.
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TU\na+ ^lieve. something was said about variable 
L n?P°JQgi™ ?or the effort which follows. I 
it at .bout 100 degrees and between my' 36th and 
otencils. Please excuse the sloppy style.)

The Tomorrow People. Judith Merril. Pyramid G502 1960

’’The Tomorrow People” 
fiction novels, is a" 
some, moments, of pure poetry and ww 

with generally clumsy writing 
terrifying failure at characterization ( 

expletives ’’Damn* 
almost exclusively 
sufficient pages ■ 
excruciating overuse 
his -------- "
an inability’ to sustain

reviews 
wrote 
37th

192pp

3 like so many other science 
peculiar mixture; in this case of 

to some extent an
, J* & 

. i “ —~ -*-■“.oxuu v at one stage two
wnre ^<ais’tir’S^is^ed by whether they used the or (note capg^ _ A

■ and B, Damns this went on for 
that I got tired of counting) s an 
•se of italics (as Fredcrik Pohl noted in 

fuggheaded review in If September 1960) and 
a mood without overstatement.

‘those few points in turn. I suppose that 
the last and the first could be combined. Take as ’an 
eX«mu G u« secon^ ©Ed .third paragraphs in the book.

The ship went out with a blast and a prayer*. After 
th^ee years it came back with a sigh, unpowered, 
(fuel^lecs,) floating’ in .slotf-spiralled orbit- through 'the 
sky '"<unf the 'Toon. . It cane back with its hull 
scratched and dented and darkened from the dust and 
debris of space, ((and)) (the wind and sands of Liars. 
It came back with one man in it instead of two.

” Johnny Wendt was the one who came back.”

The first two sentences build a mood beautifully with 
the exception of ”fuel-less”, which instead of continuing 
the use of, long syllables comes short far too abruptly. 
-b\ next* sentence the original mood is taken up again 
but the wind and sands of Mars’” is unnecessary and if 
io must be used then surely ’’and” is mandatory where I 
have inserted it,.

*Johnny Wendt................ .back.'”, is incredibly clumsy. The
mood is .already broken. We are prepared for action after 
the previous sentence, Merril apparently cannot resist this 
temptation to restate what has already been plainly said, 
£ or throughout the novel she explains what the characters 
have just. said. From page 105..,w.,oan’d went up (alone) 
to the dim cool aloneness where nobody or cared 
(anything) (anyhow) he could sleep deep and no dreams,”, 
lsn another case where Herril uses too many words; ’’’alone”
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and either 
omitted.

•anything” or •anyone"* should have been

I think a quote from page 8 
mean by clumsy writing.

•In the kitchen, he got the 
and went straight back3 not giving 
quick one he would have had while

will explain what I

bottle and two glasses 
himself time for the 
he nixed the coffee,w

As noted above3 the 
a look at page 9. i 
in thought/pronunciation between 
both of ’ ’ ' 
whom?%

of expletives
like to know
-i ? chris sake'

by Morril. And why,’’Who’s

use 
would

which are used 
on page 58?

is 
the 
and

unreal; have 
difference 
’krissake’a 

kiddin’

And the top line on 
mark of the artist but 
artistic cusser. And the 
suggestive of ’ ’’characters 
attempting to list here 
this novel — I’ve neither 
has’ given you a simple 
Joy J What Thrills’.

page 113. Consistency may be the 
Kutler is certainly not an
action following is not
drawn in depth" (Pohl). I'm not

all the faults I can see in
time nor space - but I hope this 
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a certain 
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review by
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VENUS PLUS__X Theodore Sturgeon Pyramid 1960
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Briefly, this is the story behind 
Charlie Johns, free, white, well over 
employed bulldozer-driver from the USA 
suddenly finds himself transferred to 
civilization, the location of which is 
to him. This Arcadian land, inhabited
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of about 1962, 

a strange Utopian 
a complete mystery 

by only a small
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tribe of about 800 people3 is near»perfect. Under a 
lighted but opaque force-field, the climate is regulated 
so that there is no disconfort for any of the 
inhabitants. Their architecture, with its overbalanced 
buildings and invisible causeways, shews that the 
technology of these people is far in advance of anything 
possible in the USA of the 1060s. This race, who call 
t hens elves the Ledom, tell Johns that he has been brought 
to their land, to give his opinion of their culture, from 
the point of view of a typical Homo Sapiens. After doing 
this, he will be returned to his home. Johns, on very 
little evidence, surmises that the Ledom are a highly- 
mutated race from the future of the Earth who feel they 
are becoming decadent, and who want an objective view of 
their culture from a complete outsider. The small size of 
the Ledom race and the force-field which cuts them off 
from the outside world he attributes to early atomic wars 
which presumably wiped out the human race as he knows it 
and made the air poison with radioactive fallout. (Both 
these ideas are way off the mark, and, rather wryly, 
Sturgeon credits this to the fact that, as a youth, 
Johns read too much science fictionl)

Impressed with the Ledom and their technology, Charlie 
agrees to assist them with an objective opinion, on the 
condition that he be returned to 1962 when this is done. 
He is taught the language and given a physiology lesson 
on the structure of a Ledom, This gives Charlie something 
of a shock, because, although superficially alike to the 
20th century Homo Sap., there are a great many differences 
"under the skin". The Ledom are bisexual, and each member 
can impregnate others (any others) as well as give birth 
itself. Intercourse is mutual, and marriage partners 
usually become pregnant simultaneously and give birth at 
the same timer Their religion is a form of child or 
life-worship which has led to a stable and harmonious 
society without any form of social friction between 
individuals. Coupled to an advanced technology, this makes 
the Ledom culture a near-perfect Utopia.

Johns watches the Ledom live, admires their philosophy 
and the way it is put into practice, becomes friendly 

with some of the creatures, and begins to deeply admire 
their way of life. However, just as his enthusiasm 
reached its peak, he finds out that the Ledom are .. . 
actually identical to normal Homo Sapiens, and that the 
physical changes are all the result of surgical alteration 
and glandular treatment. of course, presumed that
the Ledom were mutations, but, in reality, 'each child is 
altered to to become bisexual during a month's ""incubation 
period" immediately after it is born, a process that is
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renewed at regular monthly check-ups throuhgout adult life. 
Loft to grow by themselves, a Ledom child would live to 

a '’normal” male or female. Charlie is enraged by this 
r .natural” process, and demands to be returned home, but 

fi: the Ledom ask him for his promised opinion of
the • aYUig. "What would homo sap. do if we shared 
th.-; ,,'orld. with him,, and he knew our secrets?” "We'd
ext ninste you down to the last queer kid" he says,

put it in a sideshow." The fact that this.
dii ,icr.cs between the Ledom and himself is the result of
s ... ry and not "natural” mutation is enough to make
Jonas, the "average” homo sap., completely illogical, 
unreasonable and vicious.
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nBriefly (what? again?) Sturgeon’s theory is this: To be 
stable and living, a culture must be harmonious. The 
members must have consideration for one another; in 
general, it's the old rule of "love thy neighbour”. Now 
this "love” shouldn't just be a matter of not getting 
in the other guy's hair - it should be something deep and 
meaningful, putting every person, male and female, on the 
snm.e^ footing. However, Our culture does not have this 
equality, either among races dr', closer . to home, .among 
tr.., sexes. In the early days of our civilization.!, -women 
wei _ the equals of men - different, certainly, :but still 
equals.,Then, because of the inborn fear that we have 
fox anything. different from us, the sexes were split up. 
V/oi. n. sometimes forced to adopt lesser roles because of 
pi --i ncy, cooking duties etc., were permanently relegated 
to, me position of "the weaker sex", and conditioned to 
tms by centuries of careful indoctrination. Women were 
branded as "weak", "silly”, "emotional" - even though they
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ar-e, in reality, the equal of men in nearly all 
pl,.~-dcnl aspects. This “protective"- environment was 

onef by the institution of clothes, which lead ten 
ao -own greater parting of the sexes. Like a uniform?, 
clcVics brand each homo sap. for what it is - either man 
or woman - instead of treating all peonlo as part of one 
race. The “in-betweens” are shunned and hated, because 
they are “different".

■‘J':' j 

religion also, there is a barrier erected between 
an$. ian. In the' early days of Christianity, it was 

basically ;'a "love religion". Rites wcr-e practised which 
involved each- member of the congregation kissing all the 
others, I'd r;h f emale and male, and other extremely 
"levelling" ceremonies were performed, bringing the people 
closer t,p God and to each tother, However, over the 
years’- -these rites have been' bastardised and eventually 
wiped, out completely, .until religion is no> more than a 
collection? of dogma and liturgy, without any real 
emotional meaning.

In Sturgeon’s Ledom culture, the old love of one's 
fellow man, the compassion and consideration, have been 
reinstated. Each Ledom loves th., other because they are 
perfectly equal in all things... Being bi-sexual, there has 
been no opportunity for the unnatural barriers between 
the sexes to spring up. Their religion is a progressive 
one that has no rcMts in the post. They worship 
children, symbols of growth nc. life, and consequently, 
there is no tradition to,.cbsnurc- the basic emotional 
rapport so essential to a healthy religion. The Ledom 
culture is living but stable, plrnlCFoptically reasonable 
but efficient in operation - in short, everything that 
contemporary Earth civilisation is net.

As I said earlier, Sturgeon has used the "flash
back" technique to great effect in VENUS PLUS X. Take,
for instance, the way in which ao has illustrated some
cf the flaws in our culture, making them very real and 
immediate. The “average American wider" is saying good
night to his children. For his daughter, there is a 
kiss, a game (Son of Lolita? jrf ) and the parting
assurance "Your daddy loves you*. For the son of similar
ago, a handshake and "Goodnight, old man". His son is 
no "sissy"o/Out buying clothes? the mother gets identical 
shorts and shirts for the boy and girl but, when it 
comes to swimming costumes, purchases a pair of trunks 
fc th-. ' ?y. and a two-piece bikini for the girl. She

three~-y...?r old girl should need any 
a boy of the same age. It's just

why 
than
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thing3”*/ Aga in 3 the woman is ashamed of the 
she Xibed a travelling salesman who called at

■The nutor-'tically connotes ’’like" with "sex",
c . ?•?•• ? .. nr.^e;love for her fellow

emaloThe local minister puts forward 
.-ii the v ricus religious creeds
&j-'t build a non-denominational church

■ oh could bo ns cb by ..,uch : oct as required. Religion, 
d feds, should t-.: ^streamlined" and sold like any other

■dltyo Ihl.. is ~ . ... Li '■■ ■.:! without any of the love of 
ox tdi should be its most important

feature,,/ Toe buck cr:.t>;,;.u h. this fashion, the thread 
of ftashbicks an irxov'nenc rut critical obligato to the 
cnin themeR t dor: • t believe r.cy novel, SF or otherwise, 
has ever this process in so convincing a fashion.

Th-r.” about sons up 'bibb PLTE X. I feel that, on 
ideas aic>no, -h:,.; hook Is r-ne of the great classics of 
social extrapolations on a x? with THE' REPUBLIC, 
GdLiZVER’S TRA-bLd and l.btlo You*11 be sorry if you miss 
itc, John M. Baxter.

It is a good pirn to out the editorial last in
L.n'r fanzine - particularly in a first issue. A couple of 
months ago I started plnriiry. al- the things I was going 
to put in this ieyc.rtr; /esuorday I was trying to do 
some duping onto the basovor’" to see if the editorial
could be cut down any uo.ro, its not that I don’t still 
want to say all those things 1 planned so long ago but
after 73 pages on-- tend*: to be more economical ... and

Theis, are o let cf people who are to be thanked for 
helping me with u-.i'. is-uc, They know who they are and 
T '. e-j no desire e. e.-..cd-. someone’s affection by

"j's. them ■ , 'JC 71.: on.; ver^ much to all of you.

If. t“lV".;.-'u „.Xfl .. Trtolligent readers will 
note”" I . .. 7"th ■ ■ ; ' early 40s gets a little
•.■o' ,.ot I - ' 1 o... '. this .'.m. 1 :uess I should have
fl ..■■■■ 11 “ -.- Lied n ^‘tide that was due for pages

- 71. bi.;:- 1 -.a un couple of trial stencils,
a-- stem fro/.. rroz of Ur-> magazine for about six

-us and r-1^ this week., -when 1 was putting some pages 
tu.-.etner for the fun of it, noticed the discrepancy CLV.
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There are a lot of spelling errors Irm sure, I have 
hrd no proof reader except myself and I only give a 

glance. I noticed wno nchalent" on9 I think, page 
' ■.<> bar covers on page 25 is corrected the hard way. * 
..pe there aren’t too many more.

text max ■.■ill not \. oli re en author-listing to the
■0 EK. ga.za.no se 1 bsv..;.na'r tne tine _r the staying power, 

hut I will give a Baari'y of the progress of each 
rasgazine as I saw itG This :sue is far too serious but
no other ■ sort of -.nteri...>. avail,-, bio in Australia. 
Perhaps next' time round hr. will core up with some— 
L-i'.n.np along tors line® lie’s sent me a list of about 
3 possible subjects 9«. 1. 'n.-ssrc:r material is therefore
requested end a .spot of a.ru wouLtrft hart, have 
available litho, elactro~8tonc.il -.nd capable tracing 
.dapartkent c

"Two ■different oype-- were; rs-r; t)oish« but next time 
I... hope th-, use, the Letters couplethly, and the Remington 
will_ .get a gentles but fi-nu gusto Meanwhile, the 
remainder of this be ’one on the Letters,

les tne rest vviij... o.o c 
apologise to Don Tuokj Johu 
Chris Bennie for some lousy 
Ronep is just about had it 
by ... the time the- next issue

on the Letters. I must 
ar. Digel Jackson and 

rc-l' \ on some pages. The 
tut j. u should be repaired 
is iue out.

And because IBn lazy this is the end.

ga.za.no
a.ru
8tonc.il





